Maths
White Rose

GPS

English

Autumn Term
Topic

Week 1

Week 2

Week 3

Week 4

Week 5

Week 6

Week 7

Week 8

Wanted Poster - Descriptive
Writing
I can write a wanted poster

Wanted Poster - Descriptive
Writing
I can write a wanted poster

Newspaper report
I can write a newspaper report

Newspaper report
I can write a newspaper report

Knowledge

I know how to use descriptive
language

Activity
GPS

Y2 re-cap - Contractions

I know how to use the features of a
newspaper report
Read 'The Iron Man'. Look at
newspaper articles. Plan a
newspaper article to explain to the
town how Hogarth managed to
trap 'The Iron Man'. Look at and
include key features such as:
witness statements, catchy
headlines, detailed facts.
Y2 re-cap - Singular possessive
apostrophe

I know how to use the features of a
newspaper report
I know how to write a diary entry

Feature spot wanted posters and
look at the Iron Man book
description https://www.bbc.co.
uk/bitesize/clips/zd2d7ty

I know how to use descriptive
language
Use last week's iron man to help
with the description. Draw the iron
man on the playground using
description from the book. Use
descriptive language to make a
wanted poster for the Iron Man.
Make sure the description is
detailed using the story to help.
Y2 re-cap - Singular possessive
apostrophe

Spellings

Y2 common exception words

Y2 common exception words

Words with the long /eI / sound
spelt with ei

Block

Aut 1

Aut 1

Focus

Place Value

Place Value
Which metal was discovered first?

Diary Entry
I can write in the first person

I know how to write a diary entry

Write the newspaper article to
explain to the town how Hogarth
managed to trap 'The Iron Man'.
Include interviews from local
farmers and from Hogarth.

Write a diary entry pretending to
be Hogarth in his bedroom after he
has trapped the Iron Man. Talk
about how Hogarth feels guilty and
is sad for the Iron Man. Look at key
features and plan the diary entry.

Y2 re-cap - commas for lists

Y2 re-cap - commas for lists

Write the diary entry from
Hogarth's point of view. Start the
diary entry with: Dear Diary, I'm
not sure I did the right thing
tonight.
Y2 re-cap - progressive verb in
present and past tense

Words with the long /eI / sound
spelt with ey

Words with the long /eI/ sound
spelt with ai

Words with /ur/ sound spelt with
ear

Aut 1
Place Value
What metal is Sheffield famous
for?

Diary Entry
I can write in the first person

Aut 2
Addition and Subtraction
Why is Sheffield famous for steel?
How is steel made?

Aut 2
Addition and Subtraction
How has this had an impact on
Sheffield today?

Aut 2

Poetry
I can write a poem
I know how to use the features of
an AABB or ABAB poem using
rhyme

Poetry
I can write a poem
I know how to use the features of
an AABB or ABAB poem using
rhyme

Listen to the coming of the iron
man http://images.scholastic.co.
uk/assets/a/63/8d/lt-iron-man-int7179.swf and make their own
poem from the story.

Listen to the coming of the iron
man http://images.scholastic.co.
uk/assets/a/63/8d/lt-iron-man-int7179.swf and make their own
poem from the story.

Feature spot and plan a letter to
Charlie to congratulate him on
finding the golden ticket. Tell him
the details of how and when to
arrive. Tell him a little bit about the
factory and what his day will look
like.

Homophones

Homophones

Suffix - ation

Homophones & near homophones Homophones & near homophones
Aut 2

Addition and Subtraction
Addition and Subtraction
Who was Henry Bessemer and why Who was Harry Brearley and why
was he important?
was he important?

Aut 2
Addition and Subtraction
Who was Benjamin Huntsman and
why was he important?

Geography

Research uses for magnets and use
magnets as a tool e.g. to play a
fishing game, travel game, to sort
small mixed objects, some of
which are magnetic.
- Walk around school to find which
materials are magnetic and which
are not (Children record these in a
diagram)

Where does metal come from?
I can locate counties and cities of
the United Kingdom and identify
their characteristics including hills,
mountains, cities, rivers, key
topographical features and landuse patterns

Draw and label diagrams of
magnets attracting & repelling
objects
Investigate which types of metals
are attracted by magnets

Using more than one magnet
investigate the way in which like
poles repel and opposite poles
attract

Feature spot. Write a persuasive
piece of writing to persuade people
to buy their chocolate bar. Record
Write a recipe to tell others how to the the persuasive writing to create
make their chocolate bar.
a television advert.

Using a or an
Using a or an
Suffix ly
Using paragraphs
Suffix - ous
Prefix - in
Creating adverbs using the suffix -ly
Creating adverbs using the suffix -ly (root word ends in ‘y’ with more
Creating adverbs using the suffix -ly Creating adverbs using the suffix -ly Creating adverbs using the suffix -ly Statutory Spelling Challenge Words Statutory Spelling Challenge Words
(no change to root word)
(root word ends in ‘le’)
(root word ends in ‘ic’ or ‘al’)
(exceptions to the rules)
than one syllable)
Aut 3

Aut 3

Spr 1

What nutrition do animals need to
survive?
How and where do animals get
their nutrition?

What stages are in the life cycles of What are the main food groups?
humans? What happens during
What foods are in each food
each stage of the human life cycle? group?

What is the importance of each
food group for our bodies?

I know what a magnetic field looks
like.

I know about different types of
electricity.

I know how to make increasingly
careful observations, identifying
I know and understand that a
similarities, differences and
complete series circuit needs to be changes, and making simple
in a loop.
connections.

Look at a list of items and decide
how they are powered electrically.
Explore how a magnet has a
Draw diagrams to explain. Identify
magnet field using iron filing boxes. electrical items which are powered
See previous links when learning
in different ways and sort
Investigate how to use switches to
about forces
accordingly. Explain why each is
control a bulb and draw a simple
powered in the way it is
circuit diagram

Identify different symbols for the
different components. Follow a
circuit diagram and build a simple
circuit

I can identify that animals,
including humans, need the right
types and amount of nutrition, and
that they cannot make their own
food; they get nutrition from what I can identify and describe the
they eat.
characteritics of each life stage.
I know that all humans have a
lifecycle, and that this generally
develops from youth, to young
adulthood, to adult to old age. I can
order on a timeline stages of
I know what types of nutrition
human growth.
animals need to survive.
Order the stages of human life
newborn, toddler, young child,
older child, adolescent, young
adult, middle -aged adult, elderly
Identify and draw different food
person - describe the
chains and write an explanation of developmental differences for each
how that animal uses food to
stage.
survive. Research sources of food Create a life timeline to show
for the different animal groups human cycle - Dress up and stand
identify herbivores, carnivores and in order - as class discuss
omnivores. Draw different food
differences e.g. physical, mental,
chains for herbivores, carnivores
teeth, hair, skin, height etc.How
and omnivores.
humans grow from twinkl

Where in the world does my food
come from?
I can name and locate the world’s
continents on a given map.

How is metal made from rocks?
I can describe how people use
natural resources to survive.

Multiplication and Divison
Multiplication and Divison
How was chocolate was first used? What is the history of the Cadbury
company?

Spr 2

What components can go into a
curcuit?

I can identify that animals,
including humans, need the right
types and amount of nutrition, and
that they cannot make their own
food; they get nutrition from what
they eat know what types of
nutrition animals need to survive,
including basic food groups and
how those food groups maintain
good helath eg muscles need
protein

Multiplication and Divison
How did the cocoa bean arrive in
Europe?

Spr 1

What are series curuits?

I can identify and name basic parts
of a circuit , including cells, wires,
bulbs, switches and buzzers

Multiplication and Divison
Where did chocolate origniate?

Spr 1

What is special about magnetic
force? What is the effect of
magnetic force?

What types of electricty do
different appliances use?

Multiplication and Divison
What is the history of chocolate?

Aut 3

Research and create a fact file
about Benjamin Huntsman.

I know that magnets attract and
repel and which materials this
effects and why.

I know the earth has a magnetic
north and south pole and how this
affects the Earth.
Watch video https://www.bbc.co.
uk/bitesize/topics/zn77hyc/articles
/zptckqt and recap forces. Tug of
war to show different forces. Draw
a diagram and write sentences to
explain why this is needed. Use a
compass to find magnet north and
research why a compass points
north. https://www.reachoutcpd.
com/courses/upperprimary/forces-andmagnets/forces-and-magnetspractical-ideas/objectives/

Feature spot and plan. Write a
recipe to tell others how to make
their chocolate bar.

Research and create a fact file
about Harry Brearley.

I know that magnets attract and
repel and which materials this
effects and why.

I know magnets have two poles.

Create a new room and a new
character. Write a description of
the room. Write about a problem
that occurs and what happens to
the character.

Look at the steel industry today
and find out how it has grown over
the years and how it has had a
Research and create a fact file
positive impact.
about Henry Bessemer.

I can compare and group together
a variety of everyday materials on
I can make and describe series
the basis of whether they are
I can predict whether two magnets
I can name and describe appliances circuits and components within
attracted to a magnet, and identify will attract or repel each other,
I can ask questions about the world I can ask questions about the world which are electricity powered,
them.
some magnetic materials
depending on which poles are
around them and explain that they around them and explain that they battery powered, mains powered
facing.
can be answered in different ways. can be answered in different ways.

Knowledge

Feature spot from story and plan.
Create a new room and a new
character. Write a description of
the room. Write about a problem
that occurs and what happens to
the character.

I know how to ask and answer
questions about the history of the
Cadbury company.
Using the previous lesson. In pairs,
children read the John Cadbury
Biography Sheet. They then
compile a list of questions that they
would like to ask John Cadbury
about his life and business on the
Question Sheet. Children take it in
turns
to be an interviewer and John
Cadbury, and ask and answer the
Research and write about
questions they have written. At the
Christopher Columbus' discovery of
end of
Order the timeline cards. Stick
the cocoa bean. Create a recorded
Research and create a poster using
the lesson, some children could be
them in the correct place and write
interview hot seating Christopher
drawing and labelling to show
hotseated as John Cadbury, whilst
a sentence underneath each
Columbus to explain how he found
people how chocolate was first
the rest of the class ask them
picture.
Plan bee chocolate history lesson 1. it and what he did.
Plan bee chocolate history lesson 2. used.
Plan bee chocolate history lesson 3. questions.

I can compare and group together
a variety of everyday materials on
the basis of whether they are
attracted to a magnet, and identify
some magnetic materials
Skills

Write a letter to Charlie to
congratulate him on finding the
golden ticket. Tell him the details of
how and when to arrive. Tell him a
little bit about the factory and what
his day will look like.

I know that Christopher Columbus
I know how the Mayans and Aztecs was the first European to come
are important in the discovery of
into contact with cacao.
the cacao bean.

present them in a variety of
different ways

History
Science

Question

I know how to use the features of a I know how to use the features of a I know how to use the features of a I know how to use the features of a I know how to use the features of a I know how to use the features of a
letter
letter
story
story
recipe.
recipe.
I know how to persuade

I know the history of chocolate

I know how Sheffield became a
famous steel city.

Which materials attract and which
materials repel magnets?

Week 7

Persuasive writing - advert
I can use persuasive language

I know where there is a tribute to
Benjamin Huntsman.

I know the order that steels were
invented/ discovered.

Find out how steel is made and
look at steelworks. https://www.
bbc.co.uk/teach/class-clipsvideo/primary-science-how-issteel-made/zfnyrj6
Why has the earth got a magnetic
south and north pole? What is
special about magnetic force?
Can you predict what will happen if What is the effect of magnetic
we put magnet poles togethers?
force?

Week 6

Instructions - Recipe
I can write a recipe

I know what Harry Brearley was
famous for.

Knowledge

Look at clues past and present in
Sheffield city to try and find out
what Sheffield is famous for. Give
reasoning for the justification.
Create a poster to show the clues
and explain how they are relevant
to steel.

Week 5

Instructions - Recipe
I can write a recipe

I know why the steel industry is
important to Sheffield and how it is I know what Henry Bessemer was
still important today.
famous for.

the past

History of metal timeline http:
//www.makin-metals.
com/about/history-of-metalsinfographic/
Which materials attract and which
materials repel magnets?

Week 4
Scrumdiddlyumptious
Narrative
I can write a narrative

I can use a range of different skills I can use a wide variety of different
to communicate information about sources to find out facts and
the past
present them in a variety of
different ways
I know how the cocoa bean arrived
in
Europe. I know how the industrial
revolution
I know that chocolate was first
changed the production of
used in a spicy drink much like
chocolate.
coffee.

the past

Activity

I can place key events on a timeline I can use evidence to ask questions and
find answers to questions about the
using precise dates
past

I know how the Cadbury company
was founded and how it has
developed over time.

What are the different states of
matter?
How does our body process food?

I can identify that animals,
including humans, need the right
types and amount of nutrition, and
that they cannot make their own
food; they get nutrition from what
they eat know what types of
nutrition animals need to survive,
including basic food groups and
I can compare and group materials
how those food groups maintain
together, according to whether
good helath eg muscles need
I can identify the human digegstive they are solids, liquids or gases
protein
system and understand it's
function.

I know examples of carbohydrates, I know examples of carbohydrates,
proteins and diary and fat and
proteins and diary and fat and
I know that our digestive system
vitamins and minerals
vitamins and minerals
helps us to break down food

Money
What is the history of the Cadbury
company?

I know whether something is a
solid, a liquid or a gas.

What happens when materials
change?

I can explore everyday materials
and develp simple descriptions of
the states of matter such as solids
hold their shape, liquids form a
pool not a pile, gases escape from a
container.

I know how objects can change
state of matter.

Plan, write and describe three
different balanced meals for people
- How will you make sure each
person is able to eat a balanced
diet despite their dietary
restrictions? Food diary - be a
personal trainer and write plan for
healthy food and lifestyle in PE.
Research health problems linked to
unhealthy lifestyles.

https://www.bbc.co.
uk/bitesize/topics/zf339j6/articles/
zrm48mn
make a lift the flap book explaining
the digestive system (Plop up book)
Like advent calendar - 1. on door
Sort and classify objects into the
then explanation behind it.
correct state of matter.

I know what a typical day in the
life of a Ghanaian cocoa farmer is
like. I know some of the problems
that
Ghanaian cocoa farmers are
facing.

I know what fair trade is.

I know why fair trade is important.

Research fair trade. Look at fair
trade markings on products.
Discuss and write down key facts
about what fair trade is.

Discuss why fair trade was first
invented and why it is important.
Look at the changes and impact fair Create a poster to persuade people
trade has had on different people. to buy fair trade products.

Can I create observational
drawings?
I can use different grades of pencil
to show line, tone and texture.

Can I create different styles of
graphic writing?
I can sketch lightly (no rubber).

Look at the particles inside to show
what solids, liquids and gas look
like. Practically melt chocolate,
melt ice, freeze ice etc. Look at the
Group foods into catagories different temperatures in which
proteins, fats, carbohydrates,
the changes happen. https://www.
vitamins & minerals - practical
reachoutcpd.com/courses/upperbring in food and then create a
primary/states-of-matter/states-offood pyramid.
matter-practical-ideas/objectives/
How we can support fair trade
goods? How can we encourage
Where and how do cocoa trees
How is the cocoa bean turned from What is it like to be a cocoa
people in our community to
grow?
pod to product.
farmer?
What is fair trade?
Why is fairtrade important?
purchase fair trade goods?
I can locate the Equator, Northern I can ask and answer geographical I can ask and answer geographical I can ask and answer geographical I can ask and answer geographical I can ask and answer geographical
Hemisphere, Southern
questions such asquestions such asquestions about the physical and
questions about the physical and
questions about the physical and
Hemisphere, the Tropics of Cancer What is this place like?
What is this place like?
human characteristics of a location human characteristics of a location human characteristics of a location
and Capricorn, Arctic and Antarctic What / who will I see in this place? What / who will I see in this place? in the UK and the world. I can
in the UK and the world. I can
in the UK and the world. I can
Circle on a given map
What do people do in this place?
What do people do in this place?
describe how people use natural
describe how people use natural
describe how people use natural
resources to survive.
resources to survive.
resources to survive.

Skills

Knowledge

I know the different locations in the
world where different metals can I know how metal is formed from
be found
natural resources.

Activity

Locate different places on a map to
find out where metal is found and Watch videos and crate a drawing
identify the characteristics of the
to show a simple overview of how
place.
metal is derived from rocks

Question

Skills
Art

Week 3

Narrative
I can write a narrative

present them in a variety of
different ways

I can place key events on a timeline past
using precise dates

Question

Week 2

Letter
I can write a letter

present them in a variety of
different ways

I can use evidence to ask questions and I can use a range of different skills I can use a range of different skills I can use a wide variety of different I can use a wide variety of different I can use a wide variety of different
find answers to questions about the
to communicate information about to communicate information about sources to find out facts and
sources to find out facts and
sources to find out facts and

Skills

I know that Sheffield is famous for
steel.

Letter
I can write a letter

Multiplication and Divison
Who brought chocolate to the
western world? How did the cocoa
bean arrive in Europe?
I can place key events on a timeline I can use a wide variety of different I can use a range of different skills
using precise dates
sources to find out facts and
to communicate information about
present them in a variety of
the past
different ways

Question

Activity

Week 1

Mighty Metals

Genre
Skills

How can I create a model of the
iron man?
How can I make a foiled pattern?
What does the iron man look like?
I can create and combine shapes to I can replicate patterns observed in
create recognisable forms (e.g.
natural or built environments.
shapes made from nets or solid
materials). Include textures. Mould,
shape and carve clay, adding
I can use different grades of pencil
materials to provide interesting
to show line, tone and texture.
detail.

How can I use paint to add a
backgorund to the iron man
drawings?

Who is Alan Williams?

I can use chalk, pastel and charcoal I can use different grades of pencil
to show line, tone and texture.
to show line, tone and texture.

Who was Robin Bell? What kind of
artisit was he? How does his work
make us feel?

Who is Alan Williams?

Who is Alan Williams?

I can sketch lightly (no rubber).

I can use hatching and cross
I can use hatching and cross
hatching to show tone and texture hatching to show tone and texture

I know the process of harvesting
the cocoa
bean. I know the process of
manufacturing chocolate
from the cocoa bean.

I know where different food travels
from.
map work - food from around the
world. Draw different foods in the
correct place where they are found
in the world. Label the map using a
key.

I know where cocoa trees grow. I
know how cocoa trees grow.

Plan bee Chocolate geography
lesson 1.

Plan bee Chocolate geography
lesson 2.

Who was Quentin Blake? Can I
draw in the style of Quentin Blake?
I can annotate sketches to explain
and elaborate ideas.

Can I use clay to recreate ancient
aztec pottery?
I can mould, shape and carve clay,
adding materials to provide
interesting detail.

Can I create mood with colour?
I can experiment with creating
mood with colour.

Plan bee Chocolate geography
lesson 3.
Who was Andy Warhol? Can I
creare artwork in the style of Andy
Warhol?
I can use a number of brush
techniques using thick and thin
brushes to produce shapes,
textures, patterns and lines

I know why we should buy fair
trade products.

Can I create a background and then
add detail?

I can use watercolour paint to
produce washes for backgrounds
then add detail

Activity

I know how to create and combine I know how to use techniques such
shapes to create recognisable
as rolling, cutting, moulding and
I know how to use shading to show
forms
carving using tools and equipment. light and shadow.
Create embossed foil patterns and
pictures on a range of different
coloured art foils. Use various tools
to create different effects and
imprints into the foil. Use thick,
good quality art foil – or you could
use foil pie tins! Offer a range of
tools for experimentation,
Create wire models of the metal
including plastic forks, pastry
man.
rollers and cutters and cotton buds. Pencil sketches of the Iron man

Question

What do wind chimes look like?
What are wind chimes used for?

Which metals will work best in a
wind chime? What do different
metals sound like?

Skills

I can research and use this to
inform my design.

I can research and use this to
inform my design.

Knowledge

I know how to investigate and
analyse existing
products.

I know how to use watercolour
paint to produce washes for
backgrounds then add detail with
other media.

I know how to use hatching and
cross hatching to show tone and
texture.

Experiment with drawing and
Chalk, pastel and charcoal drawings different techniques to show the
of the Iron man in different
different patterns and textures of
watercoloured backgrounds
metal

What objects will I use to make my How can I join my objects together
wind chime?
securely?
I can select from and use a wider
range of tools and equipment to
perform practical tasks accurately
I can create annotated sketches of such as handsaws, craft knife
(under supervision). I can work
my design. I can design a product
safely.
that is fit for purpose.

I know how to use different grades
of pencil to show line, tone and
I know how to annotate sketches to I know how to annotate sketches to
texture.
explain and elaborate ideas.
explain and elaborate ideas.

Look at the artist to see how he has
used different metal objects to
create an image. Practise drawing
different metal objects eg. cogs.
https://www.
alanwilliamsmetalartist.
com/gallery.html

Use the previous weeks drawings
to join them together to create
their own piece of metal art/
recreate Alan's work. https:
//www.alanwilliamsmetalartist.
com/gallery.html

https://public-art.shu.ac.
uk/sheffield/bel7.html use
different media to draw and
recreate models of the statue.

Does my wind chime work? Does it
look and sound like I wanted it to?
I can use design criteria and the
views of others to improve my
work.

Autumn 2

Art
Knowledge

I know how to use hatching and
cross hatching to show tone and
texture.

I know how to use the correct tools I know how to mix colours
to mould, shape and carve clay.
effectively.

I know how to mix colours
effectively.

Create drawings in the style of
Quentin Blake

Create drawings and paintings of
their new invention room, think
Use clay to create an ancient aztec/ about what kind of mood they
mayan art plaque.
want their room to have.

Andy Warhol pop art of different
chocolate bar wrappers. Use
different wrappers/ food packaging
to create a collage. Create
repetitive patterns using bright
coloured paint in different colours.

Which chocolate should I use in my
design?
I can analyse taste, texture, smell
and appearance of a range of
foods.

Which toppings should I use in my
design?
I can analyse taste, texture, smell
and appearance of a range of
foods.

I know how to investigate and
analyse existing
products.
Taste a selection of chocolate with
different amounts of cocoa in from
very dark and bitter to milk
chocolate and white chocolate.
Describe what each tasted like,
texture, smell, bite and then sort
into order of preference stating
why.
Choose which type of chocolate
they are going to use for their bar
and make notes on design board.
.

I know how to investigate and
analyse existing
products.

How do I know my design is fit for
purpose?
I can develop the design criteria of
an appealing food product that is
fit for purpose. I can discuss my
design.

What should packaging look like?
I can analyse the appearance of
existing products.

I know how to use watercolour
paint to produce washes for
I know how to use shading to show I know how to use shading to show backgrounds then add detail with
light and shadow.
light and shadow.
other media.

Create observational drawings and
paintings of different food
Know how to create different styles
packaging using techniques from
of graphic writing - Plan bee
last week .
chocolate art lesson 3
How
will you work safely and
hygienically to make your
product? What techniques will you
How do I know my design is fit for use to make
purpose?
your product?
I can develop the design criteria of I can work safely and hygienically. I
an appealing product that is fit for can select from and use a wider
purpose. I can discuss my design.
range of equipment to perform
practical tasks accurately

Design

I know how to join and combine a
range of ingredients.

I know how to communicate my
ideas.
Design wind chimes from old metal
tubing, cutlery, keys, chains and
other scrap metal objects.

Begin making your windchime.
Pipes will need to be drilled with
holes so they can be suspended
using wire or string. Children will
need help with this.

Look at pre-existing wind chimes.
Look at their purpose. Discuss
positive and negatives of the wind
chimes.

Activity

Question

I know how to research a design.
Experiment with different pieces of
pipe, exploring what sound it
generates when tapped with
another metal and explain why.
Plan which materials will be
needed for the task.

What does the word inspirational
mean?
I can say what I think the word
inspirational means.

I know how to strengthen and
I know how to evaluate my ideas
stiffen and reinforce more complex and products against my own
structures.
design criteria.

What makes people inspiring?
What makes a good leader?
I can say what/who inspires me and I can explain what factors make a
how this influences me.
good leader.

What does the word wisdom
mean?
I can say what I think the word
wisdom means.

How do leaders provide wisdom
and inspiration?
I can apply ideas of my own by
giving reasons for my views about
how leaders can provide wisdom
and inspiration.

Complete wind chime and test it.
Evaluate the wind chime against
design criteria. Decide what they
would change if they made it again.

How do we show care for others? Why does showing care matter?
I can say how I show care for other I can explain how caring for others
people.
is important.

Who is Jesus? Who did Jesus say he
was?
I can explain who Jesus is through
the use of the seven I am symbols.

How do people see Jesus?
I can consider: what difference
does believing in Jesus make to
Christians?

Taste toppings and fillings for
different flavours and textures.
Evaluate existing products. Choose
which toppings they are going to
add to their bar and make notes on
design board.
What can we learn from religious
stories?
I can consider: what difference
does believing in Jesus make to
Christians? I can experience welltold storytelling, and develop their
own skills as storytellers in relation
to ‘great lives’ in religious stories.

Skills
I know how leaders can provide
wisdom and inspiration to others.

RE

I know that inspirational leaders
are those who make positive
change.
Knowledge

Question

Discuss the word inspirational and
create a menu for what
inspirational means/ might look
like.
What can we learn about each
other and ourselves:?

Skills

I can set personal goals. I can
recognise my worth and identify
positive things about myself and
my achievements.

How can I face new challenges?
I can recognise how it feels to be
I can understand why rules are
happy, sad or
scared and to be able to identify if needed and how
they relate to rights and
other
people are feeling these emotions. responsibilities.

Knowledge

I know how to use my jigsaw
journal. I know how to value myself
and know how to make someone
else feel welcomed and valued.

I know how to face new challenges
positively, make
responsible choices and ask for
help when I
I know how to make others feel
need it.
valued.

Activity

1 - getting to know each other

Question

What is technology?
I can identify technology in the
world.

PSHE

Activity

Computing 1

I know what inspirational means

Discuss inspirational people in our
lives and create a picture of the
person with the attributes which
make them inspiring.

I know who is a leader and how
they provide wisdom and
inspiration to me. e.g School
council, class teacher, football
coach, parents, local government
etc

2 - our nightmare school
How is technology used to improve
human life?
I can explain how different
technology has helped people
around the world.

Discuss leaders in our lives and list
things that make them a good
leader.
How can we create a dream
school?

I know what wisdom means

Discuss the word wisdom and
create a menu for what wisdom
means/ might look like.
Why do we have rewards and
consequences?
I can understand that my actions
affect myself
and others and I care about other
people’s
feelings

I know how to care for others.

Watch videos of ways in which
leaders have provided wisdom and
inspiration to others. Think about if
there's ever been a time in our lives
when someone has done that for
us.
How can we work cooperatively as
a group?

I know that it is important to care
for others.

Look at different scenarios and
discuss how we would show care.
Discuss what would happen if we
didn't show care.

Make a poster to show how they
care for other people.
How can we take ownership of the
learning charter?
What is a family?

I can make responsible choices and I can make the decision to follow
take action
the learning charter.

I can appreciate my family/the
people who care
for me

I know that my behaviour brings
rewards/consequences

I know how to work cooperatively
in a group.

I know my actions affect others and
try
to see things from their points of
I know that everybody’s family is
view
different and important to them

3 - our dream school

4 - rewards and consequences

What is the World Wide Web?
I can explain what the world wide
web is.

How is the WWW used?
I can explain how the world wide
web is used.

5 - our learning charter
How is the WWW used? What is a
search engine?
I can use the world wide web. I can
use a search engine safely.

6 - owning our learning charter
1 - families
Who was Robert E.Kahn and Vint
Who was Sir Tim Berners-Lee? Cerf? - 'fathers of the internet'
WWW
I know who Robert E.Kahn and Vint
Cerf are.

I know that Jesus is the founder of
Christianity.
I know that Christians believe that
Jesus is the son of God.
I know that symbols are important
in all religions.

Describe ourselves in symbols eg. if
I was a car I would be a Porsche
because... Look at and discuss Jesus
and the seven symbols he chose for
himself.
Why doe families argue
sometimes?
I can understand that differences
and conflicts
sometimes happen among family
members

I know how to calm myself down
and can use
the ‘Solve it together’ technique
2 - family conflict
What did these people do that was
important?

I know the significance they have
I know who Sir Tim Berners-Lee was. had on the technological world

Skills

Knowledge

I know what technology can be
used for and can identify a range of I know how different technology is
I know how to use the world wide
technology.
used to help people.
I know what the world wide web is. web

Activity

Identify and create a list of
technologies that we use.

Think about how technology is
used in the world and what we
couldn't do if we didn't have access Autumn 2 - lesson 2. WWW video
to technology.
and how it links people activity.

I know how to use the world wide
web. I know what a search engine
is. I know how to use a search
engine.

Follow instructions to navigate the Spring 1 - lesson 3 - use search
WWW.
engines to find information.

I know that symbols are important
in all religions.
Explain that all images of Jesus are
influenced by the artist’s
experiences, beliefs and
background. An African Christian
often paints an African Jesus, and a
British Christian paints a British
Jesus.
Looking at Christian art: Pupils are
to look at a number of pictures of
Jesus by different artists. They are
to think about the following
questions: What do you notice
about the way that Jesus is drawn
in this picture? What do you think
the artist is trying to say about
Jesus? What did the artist get from
the Bible?
What does bullying look like?

I can make someone feel better
I know what it means to be a
witness to
bullying. I
know some ways of helping to
make
someone who is bullied feel better
3 - witness and feelings
What is E-safety?

I know how to analyse stories and
the impact of different characters.
e.g lesser characters in stories.

Read the story Jesus feeding the
5,000. Discuss how the is about
care and inspiration and how this
makes him a good leader. Narrate
the story to show how each child
depicts Jesus to be. Children need
to explain why they have drawn
Jesus in that way.
How can I help someone who is
being bullied?

I can problem-solve a bullying
situation with others

I know how to communicate my
ideas.

I know how to investigate and
analyse existing
products.

I know how to communicate my
ideas.

Nativity art work - watercoloured
and pastel background with black
silhouettes.

Does my design match the design
criteria?
I can evaluate my work against my
design criteria.

I know how to evaluate my ideas
and
products against my own design
criteria. I know
how to consider the views of
others to improve my
work.

Selection of chocolate wrappers on
tables for children to use.
Design front and back of their
chocolate wrapper and add to
design board. Think how they are
going to incorporate all the
Look at existing chocolate
information yet still keep wrapper
Draw a labelled diagram of their
packaging. Discuss everything that attractive. Who is chocolate for –
chocolate bar design thinking
is needed on the bar. Plan bee
child, adult... Plan bee chocolate
about the shape, the ingredients
chocolate DT lesson 1. See plan bee DT lesson 2.
and what it will look like overall.
- DT - Year 3 - packaging
Make the chocolate bar.
Why do Christians celebrate
Why do some people think Jesus is Who did Jesus think was
Christmas? What can we learn
What did Jesus teach?
inspiring?
important?
from religious stories?
I can understand how key leaders
I can make my own link between
I can learn about Christian
can be sources of wisdom for
Jesus’ teachings and Christian
celebrations and commitments by
I can understand how key leaders beliefs
religious believers.
describing some spiritual ways of
can be sources of wisdom for
celebrating Christian festivals, such
religious believers. I can express
as Christmas. I can reflect
and communicate their
thoughtfully on the reasons why
understanding of the challenges of
some people value such
commitment for a Christian person
celebrations very highly, but others
and a Christian community.
not at all.
I know that Christianity is the
I know that Jesus was the founder
religion that is based on the birth,
I know that followers of religion are of Christianity. I know that
life, death, resurrection and
inspired by leaders such as The
inspirational leaders are those who
teaching of Jesus Christ. I know
Pope, etc.
make positive change.
I know that Christians believe that that Christians believe that Jesus is
I know that Jesus was the founder I know that followers of religion are Jesus is the son of God. I know that the son of God. I know how to
of Christianity. I know and
inspired by leaders such as The
followers of religion are inspired by analyse stories and the impact of
understand the parable of the two Pope, etc.
leaders such as The Pope, etc. I
different characters. e.g lesser
builders
know what the Beatitudes are.
characters in stories.

Present the chocolate bar and
packaging to the rest of the class.
Plan bee lesson 3 - They will
evaluate other's designs from
the previous lesson with the use of
role play. Children will pretend to
be
board members of one of the
chocolate companies and
discuss and evaluate the designs
based on the given success criteria.
Why do Christians celebrate
Christmas? What can we learn
from religious stories?
I can learn about Christian
celebrations and commitments by
describing some spiritual ways of
celebrating Christian festivals, such
as Christmas. I can reflect
thoughtfully on the reasons why
some people value such
celebrations very highly, but others
not at all.
I know that Christianity is the
religion that is based on the birth,
life, death, resurrection and
teaching of Jesus Christ. I know
that Christians believe that Jesus is
the son of God. I know how to
analyse stories and the impact of
different characters. e.g lesser
characters in stories.

Read and research the parable. The
meaning of this parable could be
explored by asking groups of pupils
to build two structures out of paper
or straws. Secure one of the
structures down to its base. The
other one is to be free standing.
Pupils are to blow on the structures
or wobble the table: which one falls
down first and why? Discuss the
meaning of the parable.
Foundations: Discuss how Jesus
is the foundation for the lives of
Christians: in what ways do
Christians build their lives on Jesus?

Look at ways in which Christians
celebrate Christmas and explain
why. Compare this to other
religions to see if they celebrate
Christmas.

How can words be harmful?

I can try hard not to use hurtful
words.

Read stories about Jesus and what
he did for people.(Jesus' healing
miracles) Discuss how he made
people's lives better and how he
shaped Christianity.

Read and discuss the Happiness
sayings of Jesus (The Beatitudes).
Read a simplified version of the
Beatitudes and explain its meaning.
Pupils are to create their own
version of the Beatitudes, using the
fomula ‘You are happy if...’
Read and retell the Christmas story.
How can reach our dreams and
What are my dreams and
goals?
ambitions?

What is a compliment?
I can tell you about a time when my
words
I can tell you about a person who
affected someone’s feelings and
has faced difficult challenges and
what the
achieved success.
consequences were

I know that witnesses can make the
I know how to give and receive
situation
I know that some words are used in compliments and know how
better or worse by what they do.
hurtful ways
this feels
6 - celebrating difference:
4 - witness and solutions
5 - words that harm
compliments
What does something worrying or What information shouldn't we
unexpected look like?
share?
Whos profile is this?
I know way in which information
can be found out about people
online.

I can identify a dream/ ambition
that is important to me.

How can we face new challenges?
I can face new learning challenges
and
work out the best ways for me to
achieve
them

I know how to respect and admire
people who overcome
obstacles and achieve their dreams
and
I know how I will feel when I
goals (e.g. through disability)
achieve my dream/ ambition

I know how to break down a goal
into a number of steps
and know how others could help
me to
achieve it

1 - dreams and goals

3 - a new challenge

How do people see us online?
I know and understand the
perspectives of people other than
ourselves when weʼre deciding
whether or not to share
information online.
I know the consequences of
exposing personal information:
What you share becomes part of
your reputation, which can last a
long time.
I know how to create a positive
online presence.

2 - my dreams and ambitions
What does it mean to be a
bystander or upstander?

How can we be kind online?
I know how to make positive
comments online.

I know what it means to be a
bystander or upstander online. I
know ways to respond to bullying
when I see it. I know how to
behave if I experience harassment
online.

I know what E-safety means. I
know what is appropriate and
inappropriate online.

I know how to act when something
worrying or unexpected happens
I know what information should be
online.
kept private.

I can identify situations of bullying
online. I can respond to bullying
appropriately.

I can make positive comments
online.

Activity 1 and 2 - bystander and
upstander.

Scenario cards - how would you
respond in this situation? Activity 3
- say it nicely. Activity 4 - Mind your
tone.

I can understand the perspectives
of people when deciding whether
or not to share information online.
I can recognise the consequences
of exposing personal information.
I can identify ways information can I can create a positive online
be found about people online.
presence.
Look at the online profiles and
Use pretend secrets and discuss
discuss the point of view of these
whether they should be shared and Look at online profiles and write
people: POV of one of these types
how this would make you feel.
down information about the
of people: • Parent • Coach •
Privacy scenarios from lesson 4person. Discuss whether this
Employer • Yourself in 10 years •
what should you do?
information is appropriate or not. Friend • Police • Advertiser

I can name the significant person
I can explain why they are
significant

I can name the significant person
I can explain why they are
significant

I can identify what types of
technology are used for.
I can explain the significance of
this person and their place in the
world.

I can identify things that occur
online that may worry me.

I can act appropriately when
something worrying or unexpected
happens online and report
I can identify what should be kept
concerns to an adult.
private and explain why.

Use the WWW to research the
significant person and record
notes.

Use the WWW to research the
significant person and record
notes.

Use the WWW to research the
significant people and record
notes.

Discuss and make a list of things
that may happen online that are
inappropriate.

Identify things that might be
worrying online and discuss how
we would act.

Can you say numbers 0-10 and
establish common letter strings?

Can you participate in a short
exchange greeting someone? Can
you identify rhyming words in a
poem?

Can you participate in a short
exchange greeting someone? Can
you identify rhyming words in a
poem?

Can you participate in a short
exchange greeting someone? Can
you identify rhyming words in a
poem?

Can you follow simple classroom
commands? Can you recognise the
auditory discrimination between
un/una?

Can you follow simple classroom
commands? Can you recognise the
auditory discrimination between
un/una?

Can you follow simple classroom
commands? Can you recognise the
auditory discrimination between
un/una?

Skills

I can understand and say numbers
0-10 with correct pronunciation. I
can recognise the letter strings –
ua, ie, ei. I can recognise the
number of syllables in words

I can say greetings in Spanish.
Listen and respond to rhymes. I can
notice accents. I can participate in a
short exchange.

I can say greetings in Spanish.
Listen and respond to rhymes. I can
notice accents. I can participate in a
short exchange.

I can say greetings in Spanish.
Listen and respond to rhymes. I can
notice accents. I can participate in a
short exchange.

I can answer the register
appropriately. I can revise ‘¿Qué
tal?’ and responses. I can follow
simple classroom commands.

I can answer the register
appropriately. I can revise ‘¿Qué
tal?’ and responses. I can follow
simple classroom commands.

I can answer the register
appropriately. I can revise ‘¿Qué
tal?’ and responses. I can follow
simple classroom commands.

Knowledge

I know how to imitate
pronunciation. I know and can
I know the links between some
notice how punctuation may vary
sounds and spellings. I know how
between English and Spanish – e.g.
to watch the mouth of the speaker. upside down question mark

I know how to imitate
pronunciation. I know and can
notice how punctuation may vary
between English and Spanish – e.g.
upside down question mark

I know how to imitate
pronunciation. I know and can
notice how punctuation may vary
between English and Spanish – e.g.
upside down question mark

I know the auditory discrimination
between un/una. I know how to
make Spanish sounds and copy
intonation patterns

I know the auditory discrimination
between un/una. I know how to
make Spanish sounds and copy
intonation patterns

I know the auditory discrimination
between un/una. I know how to
make Spanish sounds and copy
intonation patterns

MFL

Question

I know how to say the numbers 015. I know how to respond to the
question ¿Cuántos años tienes?
(How old are you?).

Can you join in a class nativity
performance? Can you learn a
Spanish Christmas carol?

Can you understand how Christmas Can you understand how Christmas
is celebrate in Spain? Can you write is celebrate in Spain? Can you write
a letter to Father Christmas?
a letter to Father Christmas?

I can follow a short nativity
dialogue. I can perform a role in a
class nativity play. I can join in
singing a Spanish Christmas carol.

I can follow a short nativity
dialogue. I can perform a role in a
class nativity play. I can join in
singing a Spanish Christmas carol.

I can write a letter to Father
I can write a letter to Father
Christmas. I can say how Christmas Christmas. I can say how Christmas
is celebrated in Spain.
is celebrated in Spain.

I know how to perform simple
communicative tasks using single
words, phrases and short
sentences. I know how to listen and
respond to simple stories, finger
rhymes and songs
Christmas Lesson 1 Part 1 - Learn
the nativity character's names and
listen to a Spanish carol. Part 2 Children read and practise saying
the dialogue between the
characters.
What were the notes of the
pentatonic scale?

I know how to perform simple
communicative tasks using single
words, phrases and short
sentences. I know how to listen and
respond to simple stories, finger
rhymes and songs

I know how to write some short
words. I know some details of how
Chritsmas is celebrated in Spain. I
know five typical items of
vocabulary for presents.

I know how to write some short
words. I know some details of how
Chritsmas is celebrated in Spain. I
know five typical items of
vocabulary for presents.

Christmas Lesson 1 Part 3 Children read the script and role
play in small groups. Part 4 Children practise the nativity and
carol and perform them.
What is a mnemonic and how does
it help us with rhythm?

Christmas Lesson 2 Part 1Compare English and Spanish
Christmas traditions. Part 2 - Learn,
practise and perform Spanish
carols.
How could I use feedback to help
with my performance?

Christmas Lesson 2 Part 3Introduce them to new words and
look at a written letter. Learn some
present words. Part 4 - Write a
short letter to Father Christmas.
What is a soundscape?

I can perform simple rhythms and
melodic patterns on an instrument
from memory
I know what a mnemonic is and can
use it practically in my
composition.

I can perform simple rhythms and
melodic patterns on an instrument
from memory
I know how to reflect on what
others say about my performance
and use the feedback to aid my
Musical development.

I can perform simple rhythms and
melodic patterns on an instrument
from memory
I know how to create sound effects
to create a piece of Music using
percussion instruments PRACTICAL

Chinese
How do I dribble in a straight line?

Chinese
How do I perform a push pass?

Chinese
How do I tackle?

Chinese
What are the basic rules of hockey?

I can use the open stick technique
to move with a ball

I can use my stick to push a ball
towards a parnter

I can perform a basic stick tackle
using the open stick technique

I can dribble, pass and tackle
correctly

I know how to tackle safely
Hockey

I know I shouldn't use my feet or
the back of my stick
Hockey

I can reflect on my composition
using some specific terminology

I can sing expressively

I can compose using the pentatonic I can compose using the pentatonic I can compose patterms
scale
scale

I know how to use Music
terminology to give feedback.

I know when the chinese new year
is. I can talk about the chinese new
year
PRACTICAL

I know how to identify the notes of
the pentatonic scale and can play
them use them on a glockenspiel PRACTICAL

I know how to identify the notes of I know how to clap rhythms using
the pentatonic scale and can play mnemonics. - PRACTICAL
them use them on a glockenspiel PRACTICAL

Rounds
Which way do I pass?

Chinese
How do I play rats and rabbits?

Chinese
Can I score a try?

I can pass a ball correctly

I can play rats and rabbits

I can score a try

Chinese
Can I play 1 v 1?
I can attack and defend against a
partner

I can take part in two songs

I can identify a melody within a
piece of Music.

I can identify a harmony within a
piece of Music.

I can use different strategies to
work as part of an ensemble.

I can use correct posture to aid my I can perform one part as an
singing performance.
ensemble.

I know what a round is and can
peform my own section.

I know what a melody is.

I know what a harmony is in
relation to a melody.

I know what I mean by internalising I know how to show a good singing I know how to perform with others. I know how to use Music
and give an example.
position.
terminology to give feedback.

Music Topic
Question

Rounds
What is dribbling?

Rounds
What is turning?

Rounds
What is passing?

I can use my laces, instep and
outstep to move with a football

I can use the drag back to turn

I can use the inside of my foot to
pass

Rounds
What is tackling?
I can attempt to take the ball off
my partner without commiting a
foul

Rounds
What is shooting?
I can use my laces to shoot at goal

Skills

I know what a tackle is and the
risks involved (foul)
Football

I know I need to shoot to score a
goal
Football

Lesson 4 Part 3+ 4 -Children draw
imaginary family and label ‘¡Hola!
Me llamo + name’
What is Chinese new year?

Lesson 5 Part 1 -Recap numbers 010 and introduce numbers 11-15
Part 2 - Children learn and practise
the finger rhyme.
What does improvisation mean?

Lesson 5 Part 3 -Recap greetings.
Ask ‘¿Cuántos años tienes?’ and
answer: ‘Tengo 7/8 años.’ Part 4 Learn a song containing the
greetings.
What does improvisation mean?

Can you join in a class nativity
performance? Can you learn a
Spanish Christmas carol?

I can reflect on my composition
using some specific terminology

Lesson 3 Part 1 - Use cuddly toys
for greetings. Use cuddly toys for
un/una Part 2 - Recap ask and
answer the question ‘¿Qué tal?’
What does a good singing position
look like?

Recap all lesson 1
What is a round?

Can you count to 15? Can you ask
and answer the question ¿Cuántos
años tienes? (How old are you?)?
I can read and revise 0-10, and
extend with numbers 11-15 I can
articipate in chorusing a finger
rhyme ‘Dos pequeños pájaros’. I
can understand and respond to the
question: ¿Cuántos años tienes?
(How old are you?). I can rehearse
a song to present in assembly.

Recap lesson 3.
How do you give feedback to a
performance?

Lesson 2 Part 3 - Revise all
greetings and watch the video clips.
Part 4 - Revise greetings. Look at a
poem containing the greetings.
Recap all lesson 2.
What is a harmony?
What does internalising mean?

Question

I can speak confidently with good
intonation and pronunciation. I can
understand the forms of address
for adults – Señor, Señora,
Señorita. I can perform a short role
play.
I know how to introduce oneself by
understanding, asking and
answering the question: ‘What’s
your name?’. I know how to use
the forms of address for adults –
Señor, Señora, Señorita. I know
typical Spanish first names and
surnames.

Can you introduce yourself by
asking and answering 'What is your Can you count to 15? Can you ask
and answer the question ¿Cuántos
name?'? Can you use different
años tienes? (How old are you?)?
forms of address for adults?
I can read and revise 0-10, and
extend with numbers 11-15 I can
I can speak confidently with good articipate in chorusing a finger
intonation and pronunciation. I can rhyme ‘Dos pequeños pájaros’. I
understand the forms of address
can understand and respond to the
for adults – Señor, Señora,
question: ¿Cuántos años tienes?
Señorita. I can perform a short role (How old are you?). I can rehearse
play.
a song to present in assembly.
I know how to introduce oneself by
understanding, asking and
answering the question: ‘What’s
your name?’. I know how to use
I know how to say the numbers 0the forms of address for adults –
15. I know how to respond to the
Señor, Señora, Señorita. I know
question ¿Cuántos años tienes?
typical Spanish first names and
(How old are you?).
surnames.

Lesson 4 Part 1 -Ask and answer
the question ‘¿Cómo te llamas?’
Part 2 - Recap and introduce Señor,
Señora, Señorita and look at
common names.
How do you give feedback to a
performance?

Lesson 2 Part 1 - Model greetings
using puppets and then allow
children to copy. Part 2 - Ask and
answer the question ‘¿Qué tal?’
What is a melody?

Activity

MUSIC

Lesson 3 Part 3 - Introduce some
simple commands, ask children to
do and repeat pronunciation. Part
4 - Recap commands, play Simon
says in Spanish.
What is an ensemble?

Can you introduce yourself by
asking and answering 'What is your
name?'? Can you use different
forms of address for adults?

Skills

PE

Knowledge

Knowledge
Activity

I know what dribbling is and which I know what a turn looks like and
part of my foot to use
why to turn during a game
Football
Football

I know what a short pass is and
which part of my foot to use
Football

Rounds
Rounds
What is a team?
How do I tag?
I can distinguish between my team
and my opponents
I can tackle using the tag belts
I know football is a team game
played against another team
Football

I know the rules of tagging (shout
tag, hold in the air, place on floor)
Tag Rugby

I know I can only pass backwards /
sideways
Tag Rugby

I know I need to attack (run to
score) or defend (try and tag)
I know I cannot dive when scoring a
depending on the command
try
Tag Rugby
Tag Rugby
Drama - CACF musical and film
scenes (think about character's
thoughts and feelings) songs from
CACF film and musical

I know if I have the ball I need to
score a try and if I don't I'm trying
to tag
Tag Rugby

I know how to hold my hockey stick I know to push not hit the ball
Hockey
Hockey

Spring Term
Topic
Genre

Week 1

Week 3

Week 4

Week 5

Week 6

Knowledge

Acitivity
GPS

Research Rome. Feature spot and
plan a non-chronological report
about Romans and Roman life
using the given headings.
Paragraphs

Non- Chronological report
I can write a non-chronological
report
I know how to use the features of a
non-chronological report

Poetry - soliloquy

Poetry - soliloquy

Persuasive Writing

History

Question

Skills
Knowledge

Activity

Question

Science

Skills

Knowledge

Activity

Geography

Question

I can write a soliloquy
I can write a soliloquy
I can write to persuade.
I know how to use the features of a I know how to use the features of a I know how to use the features of
soliloquy
soliloquy
persuasion.

Art

Feature spot and plan. Listen to
and use the celtic soldier version.
Complete the non-chronological
Write the soliloquy from the point
report about Romans and Roman of view of the Roman soldier.
life using the given headings.
Perfrom the poem.
Headings and Sub-headings
Headings and Sub-headings
Adding suffixes beginning with a
Adding suffixes beginning with a
vowel ‘er’ ‘ed’ ‘ing’ to words with
vowel ‘er’ ‘ed’ 'en' ‘ing’ to words
more than one syllable (unstressed with more than one syllable
last syllable so do not double the
(stressed last syllable - double the
short ‘i’ spelt ‘y’
final consonant)
final consonant)
Spr 3
Spr 3
Spr 4
Statistics
Statistics
Measure: Length and Perimeter
What was homelife like in ancient
What were the different soical
Rome?
classes in Ancient Rome? Who was
How did Rome become an empire? in charge?
I can use a range of different skills I can use a range of historical
I can use a wide variety of different
to communicate information about sources and evidence to gain a
sources to find out facts and
the past.
present them in a variety of
more accurate understanding of
different ways
history
I know what life was like for an
I know some of the countries that I know about the different classes
everyday person in ancient Rome. were ruled by the Roman empire. in Romans society.

I can write a story
I know how to use the features of a
story.
Esape from Pompeii story - Listen
to and find the main plot of the
story. Feature spot and plan. Write
descriptions about the characters
and the setting. Use a story
mountain to split the story into a 5
part story structure, starting with
the main problem.
Inverted commas for direct speech

I can write a story
I can write a report
I can write a report
I can write a fact file
I can write a fact file
I know how to use the features of a I know how to use the features of a I know how to use the features of a I know how to use the features of a I know how to use the features of a
story.
newspaper report
newspaper report
fact file
fact file

Write the opening, build up,
climax/problem, resolution and
ending. Use the same problem but
children can think of their own
build up, resolution, characters and
settings.
Prefix - super, anti, auto

Feature spot and plan a newspaper
retell the real story of an erupting
volcano or earthquake. Reserach a
natural disaster, find out the facts
and write a report about it.
Prefix - re, sub, inter

Homophones and near
homophones
Spr 5
Fractions

Homophones and near
homophones
Sum 1
Fractions

adding the prefix bi- (meaning
Words ending in the /g/ sound
‘two’ or ‘twice’) and Adding the
spelt ‘gue’ and the /k/ sound spelt
prefix re- (meaning ‘again’ or back’ ‘que’
Sum 1
Sum 1
Fractions
Fractions

Holiday Brochure to pursuade
people to visit ancient Rome. Key
features, superlatives, planning,
research.
Inverted commas for direct speech

Holiday Brochure to pursuade
people to visit ancient Rome.
Planning, writing, editing,
presenting.
Prefix - dis, mis, un

Prefix mis

Prefix - dis

Spr 4
Measure: Length and Perimeter
Is it fair that gladiators faught
animals? Would you want to be a
Roman gladiator?
I can use a range of historical
sources and evidence to gain a
more accurate understanding of
history

Spr 4
Measure: Length and Perimeter
Is it fair that gladiators faught
animals? Would you want to be a
Roman gladiator?
I can use a range of historical
sources and evidence to gain a
more accurate understanding of
history

/k/ sound spelt ‘ch’
Spr 5
Fractions
Who were some of the gods and
godesses in Roman mythology?

I know that humans have muscles
and skeletons for support and
movement and protection.

I know their function.

Group and classsify bones
according to their characteristics can use types of pasta e.g flat
bone, irregular bone etc. Practically Twinkl - KS2 Science: Animals
List the main body systems and
make the skeleton and label each Including Humans: Mighty Muscles explain the main function of each
bone.
Year 3 Lesson Pack 5
one.
Can you ask and answer
geographical questions about the
Where are Italy and Rome on a
What mountains and rivers are
physical and human characteristics
world map?
surrounding Rome and Italy?
of Rome?
I can name and locate Italy and
I can locate counties and cities of
I can ask and answer geographical
Rome on a map.
Italy and Rome and identify their
questions about the physical and
characteristics including hills,
human characteristics of a location
mountains, cities, rivers, key
in Italy and Rome.
topographical features and landuse patterns.

Activity

I know that Rome is the capital of
Italy and where in the world Italy is I know which cities, mountains and
rivers surround Italy.
located on a map.
Children to use an atlas to identify
and label the cities, mountains and
rivers listed. Plan bee - Romans
Identify and label on a map. Plan
Geography - Lesson 1 worksheet
bee - Romans Geography - Lesson 1 1C.

Question

Can you create a collage of a
Roman mosaic?

I know which key features of Rome
are physcial and human.
Look at the previous weeks
learning and the key features of
Rome. List them under the correct
heading of human or physcial and
explain how they know.
Can you create a background and
Can you use clay to make a Roman then add detail? Can you create
artefact?
mood with colour?

Newspaper report (second time)

Write a newspaper retell the real
story of an erupting volcano or
earthquake. Reserach a natural
disaster, find out the facts and
write a report about it.
Time conjunctions

Fact file

Week 6

I can write to persuade.
I know how to use the features of
persuasion.

Listen to and use the celtic soldier
version. Write the soliloquy from
the point of view of the Roman
soldier. Perfrom the poem.
Inverted commas for direct speech

Newspaper report (second time)

Week 5

Narrative (second time)

Plan and feature spot. Research
other natural disasters, use the
natural disaster as the heading and
write facts about each one.
Place and cause conjunctions

Fact file

Research other natural disasters,
use the natural disaster as the
heading and write facts about each
one.
Subordinate clause

Words with a /sh/ sound spelt with Statutory Spelling Challenge Words
‘ch’
Sum 2
Sum 2
Time
Time

I can use a range of different skills
to communicate information about
the past

I know some of the gods and
I know about Roman Gladiators
godesses in Roman mythology.
Write a sky sports style news
Plan bee - Romans history - Lesson Plan bee - Romans history - Lesson Plan bee - Romans history - Lesson Plan bee - Romans history - Lesson commentary for a Roman Gladiator Plan bee - Romans history - Lesson
3
1
2
4
5
fight.
What bones are part of the humans Why do we have muscles? How do
How can rocks be grouped? What
skeleton? Why is the skeleton
muscles help us to move?
are the three catagories which
important?
rocks can be grouped into?
What are the main body systems
Which organs belong to the main
What is the process of fossil
(circulatory, respitatory and
body systems (circulatory,
formation? Who was Mary Anning
digestive)?
respitatory and digestive)?
and why was she important?
I can identify different bones in the I can identify the main parts of
skeleton.
some of the human body systems
such as different bones and
I can compare and group together
muscles in the skeleton and I know
different kinds of rocks on the basis
their function.
I can identify the main human body I can identify which organs belong
of their appearance and simple
systems.
to which human body system.
I can explain how fossils form.
physical properties

I know that humans have muscles
and skeletons for support and
movement and protection.

Week 3
Week 4
Earthquakes and Volcanoes (Terrible Tremors)

Narrative (second time)

I know about Roman Gladiators

I know that our body has organs
which help us like the lungs which
help us breathe and the heart that
is part of the circulatory system
which transport blood around our
bodies through arteries and veins.

Label a diagram of the body and
create a colour code for the
different organs and which body
system they belong to. Write what
each organ does for it's system.

How is Britain different to Italy?
I can compare the human and
physical features of Britain and
Italy.

I know how fossils are formed. I
know that Mary Anning was a
palaeontologist who made
significant fossil finds on the
southern coast of England

I know the three categories which
rocks can be grouped into.

https://www.stem.org.
uk/resources/elibrary/resource/36
611/fossils Watch video and create
replica fossils. Jo got a full
presentation about Mary Anning:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?
v=qNOh-85_Dmc

Rock detectives - sort and classify.
https://www.stem.org.
uk/resources/elibrary/resource/26
719/rocks-rocks-and-fossils

What would Rome be like as a
holiday destination?
I can identify the key features of
Rome.

How were Roman roads made?
I can identify different types and
layers of rocks.

Skills

Knowledge

Week 2

Persuasive Writing

English
GPS
Maths
White
Rose

Spellings
Block
Focus

Week 1

Romans
Non- Chronological report
I can write a non-chronological
report
I know how to use the features of a
non-chronological report

Skills

Week 2

I know the similrities and
differences of Britian and Italy

Plan bee - Romans Geography Lesson 3
How can you draw Boudica to
represent her personality?

I know how rocks played a
I know the main tourist attractions significant role in making Roman
of Rome.
roads.

Practically make a roman road
using food as the different rock
layers.

Plan bee - Romans Geography Lesson 2
Can you use observations to create
Can you paint a Roman God or
pictures of Romes tourist
Goddess?
attractions?

Are there different light sources?
What are the comparisons
How do we see objects? Why can't between light sources in terms of
some people see? How can
colour and brightness?
technology help improve people
see?

I can explain that objects are seen
because they give out or reflect
light into the eye.
I can explain why some people
can't see.

I know how light reflects into the
eye.
I know that some people can't see
well and wear glasses and that
simple technology can help us see
such as telescopes, binoculars etc.
Explore how we see objects and
how different levels of light and
coloured light impact on
perception (eg looking through
blue coloured film to view food).
Use binoculars, telescopes and
microscopes to show how we use
optical equipment to augment our
perception of the world
Reasearch aids for the blind. 10
simple experiements with light - I
like the convex lens one, how
looiking at an arrow through a
bottle of water turns it around,
good introduction to telescopes
etc. https://www.youtube.
com/watch?v=ydfeJQ2cWv0

How does light travel?
Why does a volcano erupt?

I can identify a number of light
sources of different kinds
I can make comparisons between
light sources in terms of colour and
brightness
I can explain how magma rises and I can explain how light travels.
causes an eruption.

I know there are different light
sources.

I know the process of an erupting
volcano.

Good videos about how light
travels and enters our eyes: https:
//www.bbc.co.
uk/bitesize/topics/zbssgk7

Sort sources of light - natural and
artificial, observe brightness and
directionality. Determine how they Make erupting volcano. - link back
are suitable for different purposes. to rocks lesson.
How do people use natural
resources to survive near volcanoes
What will you find under the
and what are the challenges of
Earth's surface?
How are volcanoes formed?
living here?
I can ask and answer geographical I can ask and answer geographical I can ask and answer geographical
questions about the physical and
questions about the physical and
questions about the physical and
human characteristics of a location human characteristics of a location human characteristics of a location
in the UK and the world. I can
in the UK and the world. I can use a in the UK and the world. I can
locate the Equator, Northern
range of sources such as maps,
describe how people use natural
Hemisphere, Southern
diagrams, globes, aerial
resources to survive.
Hemisphere, the Tropics of Cancer photographs and GIS
and Capricorn, Arctic and Antarctic
Circle on a given map
I Know the earth is made up of
different layers.
Make a large edible Earth and cut
into it so children can see the
different layers. Children use
plastic see through cups to make
their own edible layers.

I know how a volcano is formed.

I know how volcanoes effect
peoples lives.

I know that light travels in straight
lines.

Investigate how light travels in a
straight line using torches and
masks, or lightboxes

Where do earthquakes happen?
I can ask and answer geographical
questions about the physical and
human characteristics of a location
in the UK and the world. I can use a
range of sources such as maps,
diagrams, globes, aerial
photographs and GIS. I can use 8
points of a compass to locate
places

Why do shadows take the shape of How does sound travel? How can
the object that is blocking the
technology help improve people's
light?
hearing?
I can identify that the shape of a
shadow is the shape of object.
I can describe and find patterns in
the way that the size of shadows
change.

I know when light is blocked by an
object it can cause a shadow.

Observation over time - investigate
what shadows are and why they
are formed. Investigate how the
size of shadows change throughout
the day (link to knowledge about
light travelling in straight lines)
Could make sun dial on playground
and go over at regular intervals to
chalk reflection on ground.
SHADOW PUPPETS IN THE
CLASSROOM: https://www.
reachoutcpd.com/courses/upperprimary/light/light-4/objectives/

What causes earthquakes?
I can ask and answer geographical
questions about the physical and
human characteristics of a location
in the UK and the world. I can use a
range of sources such as maps,
diagrams, globes, aerial
photographs and GIS

I know where earthquakes happen. I know what causes earthquakes.

Planbee - extreme earth - lesson 6.
Create a layered picture flap book
Planbee - extreme earth - lesson 4.
and label and write about each
Planbee - extreme earth - lesson 6. Create a labelled map with a key to Planbee - extreme earth - lesson 4.
layer.
Create a survival guide.
locate active earthquakes today.
Write a fact file.

Can you use watercolour correctly? Who is Christina Balit?

Can you experiment with colour
and blending?

Can you create a wire sculpture?

Can you use an image for
inspiration?

I can explain how sound travels in
waves. I can explain why some
people can't hear.
I know that sound waves from a
sound source travel through a
medium such as air or water to the
ear.
I know that some people can't hear
and that simple technology can
help us hear (such as hearing aids
and vibration alerts)

Practical to show how sound
travels. Draw diagrams to show the
sound waves entering the ear. Can
you see sound experiment https:
//www.youtube.com/watch?
v=37csXse35YQ
Research aids for the deaf and
write down what can help people.
Some really good resources here:
https://www.reachoutcpd.
com/courses/upperprimary/sound/sound4/objectives/

What are the challenges of living in
an earthquake zone?
I can ask and answer geographical
questions about the physical and
human characteristics of a location
in the UK and the world. I can
describe how people use natural
resources to survive.

I know the effects of earthquakes
on the people living in these areas.
Planbee - extreme earth - lesson 4.
Create a staged interview of a news
reporter and an earthquake
survivor.
Can you use different media to
show texture and pattern?

Design

Art

I can use materials to provide
interesting detail.

I can mould, shape and carve clay,
adding materials to provide
interesting detail.

Knowledge

I know how to combine materials
to create a collage.

I can use watercolour paint to
produce washes for backgrounds
then add detail. I can experiment
with creating mood with colour.
I know how to use watercolour
paint to produce washes for
I know how to use the correct tools backgrounds then add detail with
to mould, shape and carve clay.
other media.

Activity

Create a Roman mosaic using
collage techniques. Plan bee Romans Art - Lesson 1

Clay to make an
Create a background wash using
ancient Roman artefact. Plan bee - dark colours. Pain a Roman solider
Romans Art - Lesson 3
on top in vibrant colours.

Question

Can you design a product for a
specific purpose and user?

Can you choose an appropriate
technique from a range of options
to join your materials and justify
why you have chosen this?

Skills

I can research and use this to
inform my design. I
can create annotated sketches of
my design. I can
design a product that is fit for
purpose.

I can create a shell or frame
structure, strengthening with
diagonal struts.

Knowledge

I know how to research a design.
I know how to communicate my
ideas.

Skills

Activity

Question

Look at different Roman shields.
Discuss the purpose of the shield.
Design their shield.
What can we learn from religious
stories? How do Christians believe
Earth was created?
I can describe and understand the
link between the Bible story of
creation and other theories of
creation.

I can use different grades of pencil
to show line, tone and texture.

I know how to consider the views
of others to improve my work.

Make the Roman shield.

Play a game of dodgeball using a
soft ball to test the shield and see if
the design protects them from the
ball. Evaluate their design to deicde
whether it gave suitable protection
and what they would change about
it.
What can we learn from religious
stories?
I can experience well-told
storytelling, and develop my own
skills as a storyteller in relation to
‘great lives’ in religious stories.

I can use a number of brush
techniques using thick and thin
brushes to produce shapes,
textures, patterns and lines

I know how to investigate and
analyse existing products.
Design the catapult. Give them
some designs, e.g. the Ballistae,
magnum, etc (see websites: session
resources) to look at to help them.
Show the chn a range of equipment
they will have access to: art straws,
wooden sticks, wooden
construction DT equipment,
balsawood, card, rubber bands,
junk modelling equipment, wheels,
etc. Explain to chn that when they
draw their design they should label
the parts so they know what each
part will be made from. Show the
class a basic catapult: a ‘Y’ frame
Plan a Roman Catapult. Research
with a rubber band between the
catapults. Children work in pairs
top of the ‘Y’. Show how this works
and use construction equipment
very well and discuss where the
(Lego® etc) to build simple catapult force is applied and then how an
prototypes. Children explain how
opposing force acts to fling the
their catapult works using terms
counter. Explain to chn that their
such as force, push, pull, etc. Test catapult should stand-alone and be
the Catapult.
able to fling a small counter.

RE

I know other theories of creation.

PSHE

Knowledge

What are the main Jewish
celebrations?
I can learn about Jewish
celebrations and commitments. I
can reflect thoughtfully on the
reasons why some people value
such celebrations very highly, but
others not at all.

I know the difference between
practising Christians and their
views and the cultural traditions
involved.

I know the views and the cultural
traditions involved in Islam.

I know the views and the cultural
traditions involved in Judaism.

Research the leader/s of Islam and Research the leader/s of Judaism
compare to God and Jesus.
and compare to God and Jesus.

Create a picture timeline of the
main Christian celebrations.

Create a picture timeline of the
main Islamic celebrations.

Create a picture timeline of the
main Jewish celebrations.

How can I be fit and healthy?

What are drugs?

How can I stay safe?

What is the difference between
safe and unsafe?

Why is our body important to us?

I can set myself a fitness challenge

I can make a healthy choice.

I can tell you my knowledge and
attitude towards drugs.

I can respect my body and
I can express how being anxious or I can take responsibility for keeping appreciate what it
scared feels
myself and others safe
does for me

I know how exercise affects my
body and know why my heart and
lungs are such important organs.
1 - being fit and healthy

I know what it feels like to make a
healthy choice. I know that the
amount of calories, fat and sugar I
put into my body will affect my
health.
2 - being fit and healthy

I know how I feel about drugs.
3 - what do I know about drugs?

I know things, people and places
that I need to keep safe from, and
can tell
you some strategies for keeping
myself
I know when something feels safe
safe including who to go to for help or unsafe
4 - being safe - keeping safe
5 - safe or unsafe

Research and find out the Christian Recap last weeks learning.
story and beliefs of creation. Retell Compare this to other theories of
the story.
creation.

Read and retell the story of Noah.
Discuss how this links to creation.

Question

How can we work together to
complete a challenge?

What does it mean to be fit and
How can we celebrate our success? healthy?

Skills

Knowledge
Activity

I know that am responsible for my
own
learning and that I can use my
strengths as a
learner to achieve the challenge
4 - our new challenge

I know how to manage the feelings
of frustration that may arise when
obstacles occur
5 - overcoming obstacles

I know how to be confident in
sharing my success with others and
how to store my feelings in my
internal treasure chest.
6 - celebrating my learning

Research reincarnation and create
a poster to show how this links to
creation.

I can experiment with creating
mood with colour.

I know how to mix colours
effectively.

What are the main Islamic
celebrations?
I can learn about Islamic
celebrations and commitments. I
can reflect thoughtfully on the
reasons why some people value
such celebrations very highly, but
others not at all.

I know the story of Noah and how
this relates to creation and starting
again. I know how to analyse
stories and the impact of different I know about reincarnation in
characters. e.g lesser characters in Buddhism and how this links to
stories.
creation.

I can evaluate my own learning
process and identify how it can be
better next time.

I know how to use hatching and
cross hatching to show tone and
texture.

Make the interactive info-box.

What is reincarnation?
I can explain what reincarnation is
and explain how this links to
creation.

I can create and combine shapes to I can use different grades of pencil
create recognisable forms (e.g.
to show line, tone and texture.
shapes made from nets or solid
materials).

Look at an interactive info-box.
Discuss it's purpose. Look at the
different ways you can present
your information. Re-cap from last
year and discuss how you do the
different components.

I know how to use watercolour
paint to produce washes for
backgrounds then add detail.

Design an interactive info-box.

Activity

How can we overcome obstacles?
I can recognise obstacles which
might hinder my
achievement and take steps to
I can be motivated and enthusiastic overcome
about achieving our new challenge. them.

I can use shading to show light and
shadow. I can use a number of
brush techniques using thick and
thin brushes to produce shapes,
textures, patterns and lines.

Make the catapult. Test the
catapult by flinging the same object
to see whose catapult sends the
object the furthest. Evaluate the
catapult to see if it worked and
note if they would change
anything.

Can you test your design and say if
it is fit for purpose?
I can use lolly sticks/ card to make
levers and linkages. I can work
safely.

Who is the leader of Islam?
I can understand how key leaders
can be sources of wisdom for
religious believers.

Who is the leader of Judaism?
I can understand how key leaders
can be sources of wisdom for
religious believers.

I know that inspirational leaders
are those who make positive
change. I know that followers of
religion are inspired by leaders
such as The Pope, etc.I know that
whatever your colour, religion,
race, ethnicity, gender,
background, etc, we are equal.

I know that inspirational leaders
are those who make positive
change. I know that followers of
religion are inspired by leaders
such as The Pope, etc.I know that
whatever your colour, religion,
race, ethnicity, gender,
background, etc, we are equal.

Skills

I know the Christian story of
creation and other theories of
creation.

I can draw in the style of Christina
Balit.

I know how to strengthen and
stiffen and reinforce more complex
structures. I know how to evaluate
my ideas and products against my
own design criteria.

I know how to use shading to show I know how to mix colours
light and shadow.
effectively.
Choose one of the Roman gods or
goddesses to
Sketches of the main Roman
portray in a painting. Plan bee Sketches and paintings of Boudica. landscapes and tourist attractions. Romans Art - Lesson 2

I know how to research a design.
I know how to communicate my
ideas.

I can use a number of brush
techniques using thick and thin
brushes to produce shapes,
textures, patterns and lines.

I know how to use a number of
I know how to include textures by
brush techniques using thick and
adding painted materials to provide I know how to use shading to show thin brushes to produce shapes,
interesting detail.
light and shadow.
textures, patterns and lines.
Paintings and drawings of other
Sketches of earthquake art work
natural disasters eg. tsunamis,
Pastel drawings of artwork from
Charcoal, pastel and paintings of
Wire nylon sculpture of fire to
using inspiration from Earthquake tornadoes. Plan bee - extreme
Watercolour paintings of the earth. the book 'Escape from Pompeii"
erupting volcanoes.
represent the lava.
Fissures by David Parker
earth art - lesson 1 and 2
Can you choose an appropriate
Can you choose an appropriate
Can you choose an appropriate
technique from a range of options technique from a range of options technique from a range of options
Can you design a product for a
to join your materials and justify
to join your materials and justify
to join your materials and justify
specific purpose and user? Can you why you have chosen this? Can you why you have chosen this? Can you why you have chosen this? Can you
Can you research existing
redraft your design after
incorporate a circuit into your
incorporate a circuit into your
incorporate a circuit into your
Can you redraft your design after
products?
discussions with others?
design, where appropriate?
design, where appropriate?
design, where appropriate?
discussions with others?
I can research to support my design I can generate and communicate
I can use a glue gun with close
I can use design criteria and the
criteria.
my ideas through discussion,
supervision.
I can use lolly sticks/ card to make I can use lolly sticks/ card to make views of others to improve my
sketches and diagrams.
I can cut slots.
levers and linkages.
levers and linkages.
work
I can consider the practicality of
I can cut internal shapes.
I can select from and use a wider
I can select from and use a wider
my design.
range of tools and equipment to
range of tools and equipment to
I can design my idea and improve
perform practical tasks accurately perform practical tasks accurately
.
such as handsaws, craft knife
such as handsaws, craft knife
(under supervision)
(under supervision)
. I can work safely.
. I can work safely.
I can use a simple circuit in a
I can use a simple circuit in a
model.
model.
I know how to evaluate my ideas
and
products against my own design
criteria. I know
how to consider the views of
I know how to communicate my
I know how to use a variety of
I know how to use a variety of
I know how to use a variety of
others to improve my
I know how to research a design
ideas.
different construction techniques. different construction techniques. different construction techniques. work.

I know how to mix colours
effectively.

Can you design and create a
prototype of your product? Can
you de-construct a product, explain
Can you test your design and say if how it works and use this to
Can you redraft your design after
it is fit for purpose?
influence your own design?
discussions with others?
I can generate and communicate
my ideas through discussion,
sketches and diagrams. I can think
of a solution to a problem and
consider the practicality of my
design. I can label all parts of my
design
I can think of a solution to a
I can research and use this to
problem and consider the
inform my design. I can create
practicality of my design. I can
annotated sketches of my design. I
describe my idea and how it solves can design a product that is fit for
the problem
purpose. I can create a prototype

I know how to strengthen and
stiffen and reinforce structures.

What other theories of creation are
there?
I can describe and understand the
link between the Bible story of
creation and other theories of
creation.

I can use a number of brush
techniques using thick and thin
brushes to produce shapes,
textures, patterns and lines

What are the main Christian
celebrations?
I can learn about Christian
celebrations and commitments by
describing some spiritual ways of
celebrating Christian festivals,
including Christmas, Easter and
Pentecost. I can reflect thoughtfully
on the reasons why some people
value such celebrations very highly,
but others not at all.

I know how complex my body is
and
how important it is to take care of
it
6 - my amazing body

Make the interactive info-box.
How and why are Holy Week and
Easter an expression of Christian
beliefs about Jesus?
I can learn about Christian
celebrations and commitments by
describing some spiritual ways of
celebrating Christian festivals, such
as Easter. I can reflect thoughtfully
on the reasons why some people
value such celebrations very highly,
but others not at all.

I know that Christianity is the
religion that is based on the birth,
life, death, resurrection and
teaching of Jesus Christ

Make the interactive info-box.

Present the interactive info-box.
Get feedback from peers and
decide how you might change your
design to improve it.

How can I celebrate the life and
teachings of Jesus?
I can reflect on why some people
see Jesus as inspirational. I can
learn about Christian celebrations
such as, Easter.

How can I celebrate the life and
teachings of Jesus?
I can reflect on why some people
see Jesus as inspirational. I can
learn about Christian celebrations
such as, Easter.

I know that Christianity is the
religion that is based on the birth,
life, death, resurrection and
teaching of Jesus Christ
Pupils are to imagine that they
have been asked by a local Church
to design a new stained glass
Identify key events from holy week window, which celebrates the life
and learn what Christians believe
and teachings of Jesus or the
happened to Jesus. Understand key festival of Easter. Their design
words such as 'resurrection'
needs to be eye catching, inspiring
'miracle' 'palm sunday' 'last supper' and informative and show the
'betrayal' etc. Sequence and retell importance of Jesus for Christians
the story.
today.
What are the roles and
responsibilities of members of my
How can I be a good friend?
family?
I can identify and put into practice
some
I can describe how taking some
of the skills of friendship eg. taking
responsibility in my family makes
turns,
me feel
being a good listener
I know the roles and
responsibilities
of each member of my family and
can
I know how to negotiate in conflict
reflect on the expectations for
situations to try to find a win-win
males and
solution
females
1 - family roles and responsibilities 2 - friendship

I know that Christianity is the
religion that is based on the birth,
life, death, resurrection and
teaching of Jesus Christ
Pupils are to imagine that they
have been asked by a local Church
to design a new stained glass
window, which celebrates the life
and teachings of Jesus or the
festival of Easter. Their design
needs to be eye catching, inspiring
and informative and show the
importance of Jesus for Christians
today.

How can I stay safe online?

I can use some strategies for
keeping myself safe online.

I know who to ask for help if I am
worried
or concerned about anything online
3 - keeping myself safe online

Computing 1

Question

What is coding? What is a
command?
I can put programming commands
into a sequence to achieve a
specific outcome. I can give and
follow instructions.

Skills

Knowledge
Activity

How can we start and end a
sequence for a specific character?
I can use the start and end
programming blocks. I can choose a
character from the character
library.

I know a green flag goes at the
beginning of a sequence of
programming blocks
. I know a red end block goes at the
I know what programming is. I
I know how to put programming
end of a sequence of programming
know how to create a sequence of commands into a sequence to
blocks
commands.
achieve a specific outcome.
.
Scratch Jr full curriculum - lesson 1 Scratch Jr full curriculum - lesson 2 Scratch Jr full curriculum - lesson 3

Skills

Can you count to 15? Can you ask
and answer the question ¿Cuántos
años tienes? (How old are you?)?
I can read and revise 0-10, and
extend with numbers 11-15 I can
articipate in chorusing a finger
rhyme ‘Dos pequeños pájaros’. I
can understand and respond to the
question: ¿Cuántos años tienes?
(How old are you?). I can rehearse
a song to present in assembly.

Knowledge

I know how to say the numbers 015. I know how to respond to the
question ¿Cuántos años tienes?
(How old are you?).

How can I create a background?
I can create a background. I can
program multiple characters at
once.

How can I create a program?
I can create a background. I can
create a sprite. I can save my
program.

How can I create a program?
I can retrieve and open my
previous work. I can use previous
learned blocks to create a
sequence. I can make my sprite
move.

I know how to retrieve and open
I know how to create a
I know how to create a
my previous work. I know how to
background. I know how to
background. I know how to create use previous learned blocks to
program multiple characters at
a sprite. I know how to save my
create a sequence. I know how to
once.
program.
make my sprite move.
Scratch Jr full curriculum - lesson 4 Scratch Jr full curriculum - project 1 Scratch Jr full curriculum - project 1

How can I change the speed of my
charcater?
I can use the speed block. I can
change the speed of my character.

How can I add sound to my
program?
I can use the Speech Bubbles,
Sounds, Pages, and Wait For blocks.
I can add sound to my project.

How can I use programming to tell
a story?
I can create the beginning of the
story using programming. I can
create an algorithm I will need for a
simple program. I can identify the
error in an algorithm.

How can I use programming to tell
a story?
I can create the middle of the story
using programming. I can create an
algorithm I will need for a simple
program. I can identify the error in
an algorithm.

How can I use programming to tell
a story?
I can create the end of the story
using programming. I can create an
algorithm I will need for a simple
program. I can identify the error in
an algorithm.

I know how to use repeat and loop
commands.
Scratch Jr full curriculum - lesson 5 Scratch Jr full curriculum - lesson 6
Can you encounter the phrase ‘¿Te
gusta/te gustan?’? Can you say the
names of six fruits in Spanish?Can
Can you say the names of eleven
colours in Spanish? Can you write a you understand and respond to the
question ‘¿Es bueno para la
short Spanish sentence?
salud?’?

I know how to use the Speech
Bubbles, Sounds, Pages, and Wait
For blocks. I know how to add
sound to my project.
Scratch Jr full curriculum - lesson 7
Can you encounter the phrase ‘¿Te
gusta/te gustan?’? Can you say the
names of six fruits in Spanish?Can
you understand and respond to the
question ‘¿Es bueno para la
salud?’?

I know how to create the beginning
of the story using programming. I
know how to create an algorithm I
will need for a simple program.
Scratch Jr full curriculum - project 2

I know how to create the middle of
the story using programming. I
know how to create an algorithm I
will need for a simple program.
Scratch Jr full curriculum - project 2

I know how to create the end of
the story using programming. I
know how to create an algorithm I
will need for a simple program.
Scratch Jr full curriculum - project 2

I can encounter the phrase ‘¿Te
gusta/te gustan?’. I can understand
and say the names of six fruits in
Spanish. I can understand and
respond to the question ‘¿Es bueno
para la salud?’

I can encounter the phrase ‘¿Te
gusta/te gustan?’. I can understand
and say the names of six fruits in
Spanish. I can understand and
respond to the question ‘¿Es bueno
para la salud?’

Activity

MUSIC

Question

Can you perform the actions to a
Spanish song? Can you say the
names of eight colours in Spanish?
Can you pronounce the letter j
correctly?

Can you perform the actions to a
Spanish song? Can you say the
names of eight colours in Spanish?
Can you pronounce the letter j
correctly?

Can you perform the actions to a
Spanish song? Can you say the
names of eight colours in Spanish?
Can you pronounce the letter j
correctly?

Can you say the names of eleven
Can you say the names of eleven
colours in Spanish? Can you write a colours in Spanish? Can you write a
short Spanish sentence?
short Spanish sentence?

I can warm up for a PE lesson by
performing the actions to Spanish
song. I can understand and say the
names of eight colours in Spanish.

I can warm up for a PE lesson by
performing the actions to Spanish
song. I can understand and say the
names of eight colours in Spanish.

I can warm up for a PE lesson by
performing the actions to Spanish
song. I can understand and say the
names of eight colours in Spanish.

I can understand and say 11
colours in Spanish. I can write a
short sentence in Spanish to
accompany display work

I can understand and say 11
colours in Spanish. I can write a
short sentence in Spanish to
accompany display work

I can understand and say 11
colours in Spanish. I can write a
short sentence in Spanish to
accompany display work

I know how to pronounce the letter I know how to pronounce the letter I know how to pronounce the letter I know how to say 11 colours in
j in Spanish. I know how to say the j in Spanish. I know how to say the j in Spanish. I know how to say the Spanish. I know how to write a
names of eight colours in Spanish. names of eight colours in Spanish. names of eight colours in Spanish. short sentence in Spanish.

I know how to say 11 colours in
Spanish. I know how to write a
short sentence in Spanish.

I know how to say 11 colours in
Spanish. I know how to write a
short sentence in Spanish.

Lesson 7 Part 1 - Recap colours.
Introduce 3 new colours. Part 2 Play the corners game using
different Spanish colours.
What is the beat in Music?

Lesson 7 Parts 3 + 4 - Look at Elmer
and answer the question ‘¿De qué
color es Elmer?’. Answer in full
sentences. Write the short
sentence they reply with.
How could you improve your
performance?

Lesson 8 Part 1 - Listen to and
respond to a song. Look at the
difference between gusta and
gustan. Part 2 - Listen to a song
and identify food and drink items.
Discuss wheter they are healthy or
Recap all colours from lessons 6
unhealthy and state Es bueno or Es
and 7.
malo.
How does this song make you feel? What does this song make you
think of?

I can develop my performance
through practice and feedback.

I can develop my performance
through practice and feedback.

I can identify the purpose of the
Music

Lesson 5 Recap all greetings and
numbers learnt so far.
What is a sea shanty?
What is a shantyman?

Lesson 6 Part 1 - Listen to the song
and respond with appropriate
actions. Part 2 - Learn the colours
in Spanish.
What was the role of the
shantyman?

Lesson 6 Part 3 - Recap colours.
Practise the sounds for j, z, ll.. Part
4 - Recap colours. Sing the song.
Recap lesson 6
How could we structure our shanty What words could we link to the
song?
songs we have sung previously?

I can can sing expressively using
Dynamics.

I can lead a group in a small
performance.

I can perform to school peers using I can identify the strong beat in
vocal and/or physical expression.
different pieces of Music.

I know what a sea shanty is.
I know who a shantyman is.

I know the role of a shantyman.

I know different ways to structure
our shanty song.

I am able to identify words that are I know how to identify the beat in
associated with shanty songs.
Music.

I know how to improve my
performance.

Sea Shanties
What is the difference between a
jump, a hop and a leap?

Sea Shanties
What is a low level pairs sequence?
I can make a sequence with a
partner at a low level (small
apparatus included)

I know how to differentiate
between the 3
Gymnastics

I know a sideways bunny jump is a
progression towards a safe
cartwheel
Gymnastics

Sea Shanties
How do I make a sequence with a
partner?
I can link my gymnastics moves
together with a partner to create a
sequence
I know how to start and finish a
sequence and what is needed in
between
Gymnastics

Sea Shanties
What is a headstand?

I can perform all 3 actions safely

Sea Shanties
What is a sideways bunny jump?
I can perform a sideways bunny
jump safely

PE

Skills

Knowledge
Activity

I can perform a safe headstand

I know the correct technique to
perform a safe headstand
Gymnastics

Sea Shanties
How do I jump off apparatus?
I can perform a variety of different
safe jumps off small apparatus
I know the correct technique for
vaulting and the difference
between vaulting through and
jumping onto apparatus
Gymnastics

I know how to mount / dismount
apparatus safely with a partner
Gymnastics

Can you understand how Easter is Can you understand how Easter is
celebrated in Spain? Can you learn celebrated in Spain? Can you learn Can you produce a Spanish Easter
about the weather in Spain?
about the weather in Spain?
card?

I can learn and recite a finger
rhyme from memory. I can learn
three weather conditions and
associate these with musical
sounds.
I know and understand that
different countries have different
ways of celebrating events such as
Easter and Christmas
I know how to say the names of six I know how to say the names of six I know and understand that for
fruits in Spanish. I know how to
fruits in Spanish. I know how to
Christians Easter is a significant
respond to the question ‘¿Es bueno respond to the question ‘¿Es bueno festival, widely celebrated in Spain
para la salud?’.
para la salud?’.
with regional variations

Lesson 8 Part 3 - Listen and
respond to a sequence of words.
Part 4 - Play games using the
names of the fruits.
Does this song tell a story?

Easter Lesson 1 - Part 1 - Compare
Easter celebrations around the
world. Learn a new rhyme. Part 2 Learn three weather conditions.
How old is this piece of Music?

I can identify the purpose of the
Music

I can identify a Reggae style
through learning the song PRACTICAL

I can identify the elements of Music
in different pieces of Music and
compare similarities and
differences.
I will be able to show what a good
singing position looks like PRACTICAL

I can identify the elements of Music
in different pieces of Music and
compare similarities and
differences.
I will be able to perform to my
fellow peers - PRACTICAL

Three Little Birds
What are arm motions?
I can attempt to link arm motions
to a cheer

Three Little Birds
What is a cannon?
I can attempt to perform a cannon
within my group

Three Little Birds
How to we land a jump?
I can attempt to perform a straight
or star jump with the jump prep
and landing

Skills

Knowledge
Music Topic
Question

How can I repeat a sequence?
I can use repeat and loop
commands.

I know how to use the speed block.
I know how to change the speed of
my character.

MFL

Question

What is a sequence of commands?
I can create sequences of the same
motion block. I can create
sequences using a variety of
different motion blocks. I can put
programming commands into a
sequence to achieve a specific
outcome.

I will be able to show what a good
breathing excersise looks like. PRACTICAL

i know cannon means to move one
I know 6 different arm motions and after another, not all at the same
i know how to land a jump safely
which 'E' should be facing the front time
and can name 3 different jumps
Cheerleading
Cheerleading
Cheerleading

I can learn and recite a finger
rhyme from memory. I can learn
three weather conditions and
associate these with musical
sounds.
I know and understand that
different countries have different
ways of celebrating events such as
Easter and Christmas
I know and understand that for
Christians Easter is a significant
festival, widely celebrated in Spain
with regional variations

Easter Lesson 1 - Part 3 - Learn
about the pronunciation rule 'h'.
Learn a song about festivals. Part 4
- Play a game to recall all phrases
and words learned so far.
Is the Music fast or slow?

I can recognise some familiar words
in written form. I can experiment
with the writing of short words.

I know how to write a greetings
verse in Spanish.

Easter Lesson 2 - Create an Easter
card with drawings labelled in
Spanish and verse written in
Spanish.
What are the dynamic of this piece
of Music?

I can identify the purpose of the
Music

I can compose a rhythmic and
melodic piece.

I will be able to use percussion
instruments to aid my
performance. This will be
rhythmical to the song we are
performing.
- PRACTICAL
Three Little Birds

I will be able to use percussion
instruments to aid my
performance. This will be
rhythmical to the song we are
performing.
- PRACTICAL
Three Little Birds

Three Little Birds
Can i perform a stunt with my
What 4 areas can be put into a
group?
I can put a routine together with
I can attemp a thigh stand with my routine?
my group including the main 4
group
areas
I know the 4 areas that need to be
I know the teaching points for the in a routine and what makes a good
flyer in a thigh stand
performer
Cheerleading
Cheerleading

What is a chest pass?
I can perform a chest pass with a
netball

I know I need to 'push' the ball to
perform a chest pass
Netball

Summer Term
Topic

Genre
Skills

English

Knowledge

Maths
White
Rose

GPS

Activity

GPS

Spellings
Block
Focus

Week 1

Week 2

Non- chronological report (second
time)
I can write a non-chronological
report.
I know how to use the features of a
non-chornologcail report.

Non- chronological report (second
time)
I can write a non-chronological
report.
I know how to use the features of a
non-chornologcail report.

Week 3
Going Green

Comic Strip

I can write a comic strip
I know how to use the features of a
comic strip
https://www.youtube.com/watch?
Non-chronological report about
Non-chronological report about
v=1YVhasgNnOM "Duffy's Lucky
issues there are in the world. Write issues there are in the world. Write Escape" by Ellie Jackson. Retell the
down the headings and describe
down the headings and describe
story, use a different sea creature
what those issues are and what
what those issues are and what
and a different problem still using
problems they are causing.
problems they are causing.
plastic in the ocean as the main
Recycling/sustainablitly/ global
Recycling/sustainablitly/ global
focus. Retell in the form of a comic
warming/ pollution/ litter/ water
warming/ pollution/ litter/ water
strip. Feature spot and plan comic
waste.
waste.
strip

Time, place, cause adverbs
Words ending in -ary

Sum 2
Time

Week 4

Comic Strip
I can write a comic strip
I know how to use the features of a
comic strip
https://www.youtube.com/watch?
v=1YVhasgNnOM "Duffy's Lucky
Escape" by Ellie Jackson. Retell the
story, use a different sea creature
and a different problem still using
plastic in the ocean as the main
focus. Retell in the form of a comic
strip. Feature spot and plan comic
strip

Time, place, cause adverbs
Prepositions
Prepositions
Words with a short /u/ sound spelt Words with a short /u/ sound spelt Word families based on common
with ‘o’
with ‘ou’
words, showing how words are
created in form and meaning.
Sum 3
Shape

Sum 3
Shape

Sum 4
Measure: Mass and Capacity

Week 5

Finish stories then Poetry
I can write an acrostic poem.

Week 1

Acrostic poems using one of the
words we've learned eg. recycle,
rubbish, green, waste, environment
etc.

Create an interesting description
for the story setting. (based on how
to train your dragon). Create a
mythical creature with strengths
and weaknesses then write a
Feature spot and plan. Write a
character profile. Use literacy shed diary entry in the role of a viking
myths videos for help.
child.

Feature spot and plan. Write a
diary entry in the role of a viking
child.

Present perfect verb instead of
Fronted adverbials
simple past
Words ending with a /zhuh/ sound Words ending with a /chuh/ sound
spelt with ‘sure’
spelt with ‘ture’

Present perfect verb instead of
simple past
Words ending with a /cher/ sound
spelt as ‘ture’

Revision
Words with Silent Letters

Consolidation
Who were the anglo-saxon kings
and how did they rule?

Consolidation
Is it fair that the Vikings invaded
and conquered parts of Britain?

Consolidation
Who was Alfred the great and why
was he important?

I can use a range of different skills
to communicate information about
the past
I know how the legal system
worked in Anglo-Saxon Britain.
I can describe the Vikings invasion
and debate the fairness and impact
on the people of Britain.

I can use evidence to ask questions
and find answers to questions
about the past
I know King Alfred is credited with
being the first Anglo-Saxon king to
defeat the Vikings in battle and buy
the people of Britain some peace
from them.

Hold a debate for and against why
they think it was fair.

Create a fact file about Alfred the
Great.

Sum 4
Measure: Mass and Capacity

Fronted adverbials
Words ending in the suffix -al

Sum 4
Measure: Mass and Capacity
Who were the vikings and why
were they important?
I can place key events on a timeline
using precise dates

History

I know when and where the Vikings
came from and why they raided
Britain.
I can identify that the Viking period
was 793 - 1066 AD. I can identify
where the Viking period is on a
historical timeline. I can describe
the Viking's journey from place to
place.
Knowledge

Place important dates linked to the
vikings on a timeline.

Activity

Skills

I can make observations of sounds
by listening carefully and disinguish
between volume, pitch and tone
I can name and order the planets in
and echo
I can explain who Greta Thunberg is our solar system.
and why she is significant.

Science

Question

What is the difference between
volume, pitch and tone and echo?
What can we use sound for?

Knowledge

Activity

Question

Geography

Skills

Knowledge

I know that sound can be used for
different purposes such as alarms,
communication and entertainment.
Identify different sounds by
conducting a sound walk. Talk
about pitch, tone, volume, echo.
Discuss which items have higher/
lower. Investigate pitch using
tighter/slacker strings on stringed
instruments
Investigate pitch using bottles with
different amounts of water - small
amount of water =lower pitch,
fuller bottle gives higher pitch,
using art straws of different lengths
Explore sound waves using a tuning
fork
Draw conclusions from
investigatory work.
What issues is the environment
facing? How can we look after our
environment and why do we need
to do this?
I can ask and answer geographical
questions about the physical and
human characteristics of a location
in the UK and the world. I can
describe how people use natural
resources to survive.

I know who Greta Thunberg is
I know why she became famous
I know how she campaigns to
address climate change

Greta Thunberg - BBC Newsround:
https://www.bbc.co.
uk/newsround/47467038 Write a
fact file about Greta and her work.

How have humans changed the
landscape we are studying?
I can ask and answer geographical
questions about the physical and
human characteristics of a location
in the UK and the world. I can
collect, analyse and communicate a
range of data gathered through
fieldwork

I know why it is important to look
after the environment and how I
can help do this. I know the impact I know how humans have changed
of humans on the environment.
the landscape in my local area.

I can explain how day and night is
created as the Earth spins on its
axis every 24 hours
I can describe what happens during
a solar eclipse and say why this
happen.
I know that it is daytime in the part
of the Earth facing the Sun and
night-time in the part of the Earth
away from the Sun
I know the planets orbit the Sun. I I know that the sun appears to rise
know that the sun appears to move in the East and set in the West. I
across the sky over the course of a know that day length changes
day but it is the Earth that is
depending on the season.
moving.

I can describe the structure of the
Earth.

How do plants live and grow? Does
this vary from plant to plant?
How is water transported within
How can living things be grouped? What are the functions of different plants?
What do young animals look like as parts of flowering plants?
What is the life cycle of flowering
adults? Can these be matched?
plants?
I can explore the part that flowers
play in the life cycle of flowering
I can explore the requirements of plants, including pollination, seed
plants for life and growth (air, light, formation and seed dispersal. see
water, nutrients from soil, and
pollination game with balloons"
room to grow) and how they vary http://sciencemadefunsg.
from plant to plant
net/downloads/bee_pollination_ga
I can identify and describe the
I can investigate the way in which me.pdf
functions of different parts of
water is transported within plants I can match young and adults of the flowering plants: roots, stem/trunk, see below.
same animals (look at classifying
leaves and flowers
features to help match)

I know that the Earth has a core,
inner core, mantel and crust.
I know that the Earth has an
atmosphere which contains
different gases

I know that living things can be
grouped in a variety of ways

What is the structure of the Earth?

I know the importance of the
different parts of a plant.

Make ping pong ball models on
string and use a torch to shine on
the ball whilst rotating ball to show
the part of ping pong ball facing the
torch is in daylight etc. Or use torch
shining on globe with figure
atatched to it - see link above.
Watch video sources to find out
Draw a labelled colour coded
about eclipses and present as an
diagram to show the different
explanation
layers of the earth.

What problems are caused by
pollution?
I can describe how people use
natural resources to survive.

What steps are being used to
protect the environment in the UK?
I can suggest ways of looking after
the environment.

Can you locate Scandinavia’s
countries and
major cities on a world map?
I can locate the world’s continents
and oceans on a given map.

I know what problems pollution
causes.

I know different types of
I know what is being done to
sustainable energy and why it is
protect the environment in the uk. important

What is sustainable energy? Why is
it important?
I can suggest ways of looking after
the environment.

What is the weather like in
Scandinavia?
I can locate the world’s continents
and oceans on a given map.

I know how to use a range of
sources such as maps, diagrams,
globes, aerial photographs and GIS. I know what the weather is like in
Scandinavia and why it is like that
I know why Scandinavia is
based on it's location.
important to the Vikings.

Postcard

I can write a diary entry
I can write a diary entry
I can write a postcard
I know how to use the features of a I know how to use the features of a I know how to use the features of a
diary entry.
diary entry.
postcard

Consolidation
What was homelife like in viking
times and how does it compare to
now?
I can use appropriate historical
I can use evidence to ask questions
vocabulary to communicate my
and find answers to questions
ideas/knowledge
about the past
I know the significance of
I know the key aspects of viking
AngloSaxon kings during the Viking life.
period.
I can describe what the homelife
I can describe who was in charge
was like for the Vikings in
during the Viking period and why
Scandanavia.I can identify and
they where important.(King Cnut) similarities between vikings and
I can use diffent sources to
ancient Greece.
describe who was in charge during I can describe the conflicts and
the Viking period and why they
invasions during the Viking period.
where important. (Erik the Red)
I can describe the impact of Viking
invasions on others.
Draw a picture and description of a
viking house, person etc and
Draw a picture of one of the kings compare to today. Write the
and brain storm key facts around it. similarities and differences.

Re-cap nocturnal/ dirunal from Y2.
Matching activity of the young and
adult. Group and classify based on
characteristics- leading to sorting
animals into the different
vertebrate and invertebrate
groups. Create branching diagrams
from the various animal groups.
Match X-rays to the corresponding
animal, explaining reasons of
physiology for match
Draw conclusions from
investigatory work.
Disect a flowering plant - create a
Create Top Trumps cards for
labelled flap book to show the
various animals
different parts and write their job.

Use a range of secondary resources
to research planets and their
position My children love this song:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?
v=PCxjuDePdCI
create a fact file on a chosen planet
Model of the solar system - do play
ground example https://www.
reachoutcpd.com/courses/upperprimary/earth-and-space/earthand-space-4/objectives/ Show
practically how the planets orbit.

Diary entry (second time)

Week 5

Feature spot and plan. Create an
interesting description for the story
setting. (based on how to train
your dragon). Create a mythical
creature with strengths and
weaknesses then write a character
profile. Use literacy shed myths
videos for help.

Subordinate Clause
Word families based on common
words, showing how words are
created in form and meaning.

Diary entry (second time)

Week 4

I know how to write an acrostic
poem.

Skills

How is day and night created?
Why is it daytime and nighttime in
different parts of the world at the
same time?
Where does the sun rise and set?
How do seasons effect the length
of days?

Week 3
Vikings

Character profile
I can describe the setting and
characters of a story.
I know how to use descriptive
language effectively.

Question

What are the planets in our solar
system?
What order do they go in starting
from the sun? Do planets float
Who is Greta Thunberg? When did around in space or do they orbit
they live? Why were they
something? Why does the sun
important?
appear to move across the sky
during the day?

Week 2

Character profile
I can describe the setting and
characters of a story.
I know how to use descriptive
language effectively.

I know what plants need to survive. I know the life cycle of a flowering
I know how water is transported
plant.
within plants.

Carrying out comparative and fair
tests to observe the amount
of roots that grow
- create a table to show the
increase in roots over a set
number of days bulb in water
- Plan and carry out an observation
on how plants transport
water - ink dye experiment Celery:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?
v=KIug9Foou3s
Practically demonstrate the life
cycle through drama.

Write a postcard from a viking to
people today.

Week 1
Week 2
Transition - The Day the Crayons Quit
Persuasion Letter
I can write to persaude.

Letter
I can write a letter.

I know how to use the features of
persuasion in a letter.

I know how to use the features of a
letter.

Write a new letter to one of the
crayons telling them not to quit
and thanking them for what they
do. Refer to their letter.
Find synonyms for different colours
(e.g. Red = Crimson, maroon, rose,
cherry). Make a colour thesaurus
that you can refer to in your own
writing.

Write a new letter as a different
piece of stationary found in the
classroom saying why they quit. eg,
glue stick, pencil, rubber, ruler,
book etc.

Expanded noun phrases.

Y2 common exception words
Y2 Aut 1
Place Value

Y2 common exception words
Y2 Aut 1
Place Value

What are soils made from?

What happens when materials
change?

What happens when materials
change?

I can recognise that soils are made
from rocks and organic matter.see
below

I can explore everyday materials
and develp simple descriptions of
the states of matter such as solids
hold their shape, liquids form a
pool not a pile, gases escape from a
container.

I can explore everyday materials
and develp simple descriptions of
the states of matter such as solids
hold their shape, liquids form a
pool not a pile, gases escape from a
container.

I know what soils are made from.

I know materials can change states I know materials can change states
of matter.
of matter.

Use magnifiers to observe the
composition of different soils,
https://www.bbc.co.
uk/bitesize/topics/zjty4wx/articles/
ztvbk2p
Sieve to separate particles in the
soil.
- Draw conclusions from
investigatory work.
- Write up to findings.
Can you compare and contrast an
area in the UK with an area in
Scandinavia?
I can use 8 points of a compass to
locate places

What are the physical features of
Scandinavia?
I can ask and answer geographical
questions about the physical and
human characteristics of a location
in the UK and the world.

What are the human geographical
features of Scandinavia?
I can ask and answer geographical
questions about the physical and
human characteristics of a location
in the UK and the world.

I know what the physcial features
of Scandinavia are.

I know how to collect, analyse and
I know what the human features of communicate a range of data
Scandinavia are.
gathered through fieldwork

Melt crayons - change from a solid
to a liquid. - create artwork with
melted crayons.

Make crayons - change from a
liquid to a solid

Discuss previous lesson and then
discuss worldwide issues and how
humans contribute to this. Create a
map of the school and identify the
positive and negative impacts of
things in our school grounds.
Can you use a variety of colours in
your painting?

Skills

I can use different grades of pencil
to show line, tone and texture.

I can use a number of brush
techniques using thick and thin
brushes to produce shapes,
textures, patterns and lines.

Create a painting to show a way of
saving the earth eg, a running tap
on top of the earth, growing trees.

What techniques will be needed to
make your design?
I can use appliqué to decorate by
gluing, & stitching.
I can select from and use a wider
range of tools and equipment to
perform practical tasks accurately.

How will you join your materials
together?

Does your design fit the design
criteria?
I can explain how my design fits the
design criteria.

I know how to strengthen and
stiffen and reinforce
more complex structures.

I know how to consider the views
of others to improve my
work.

Make clothing using recycled items.
Use pictures from the internet as
inspiration, use carrier bags, cups, Catwalk of all the recycled clothes
cans, foil, bottle tops etc.
items.

Sketches of viking art. Plan bee vikings - art - lesson 1

charcoal dragon head on a
Clay pendant and woven bracelet
watercolour background. Plan bee - viking jewellery. Plan bee - vikings vikings - art - lesson 4
art - lesson 4

Activity

Question

Can you research existing
products?

Skills

I can research and use this to
inform my design.

I
can create annotated sketches of
my design.

Knowledge

I know how to research a design. I
I know how to recycle and what the know how to communicate my
process of recycling is.
own ideas.

Activity

Research recycled clothing using
pictures from the internet as
inspiration, use carrier bags, cups,
cans, foil, bottle tops etc.

Design clothing from recycled
items. Use pictures from the
internet as inspiration, use carrier
bags, cups, cans, foil, bottle tops
etc.

Make clothing using recycled items.
Use pictures from the internet as
inspiration, use carrier bags, cups,
cans, foil, bottle tops etc. Show
what they have done so far and get
advice for the following lesson.

In what ways are places of worship
important? Where and how do
Christians worship?
I can find out about the meanings
of symbols, words and actions used
in prayer and worship such as
bowing down, using ritual and
symbol, praying alone and in
groups.

In what ways are places of worship
important? Where and how do
Islamic people worship?
I can find out about the meanings
of symbols, words and actions used
in prayer and worship such as
bowing down, using ritual and
symbol, praying alone and in
groups.

In what ways are places of worship
important? Where and how do
Jewish people worship?
I can find out about the meanings
of symbols, words and actions used
in prayer and worship such as
bowing down, using ritual and
symbol, praying alone and in
groups.

I know that symbols are important
in all religions.
I know that symbols are used in
prayer/worship.
I recognise these in Muslim, Jewish
and Christian prayer.

I know that symbols are important
in all religions.
I know that symbols are used in
prayer/worship.
I recognise these in Muslim, Jewish
and Christian prayer.

I know that symbols are important
in all religions.
I know that symbols are used in
prayer/worship.
I recognise these in Muslim, Jewish
and Christian prayer.

Compare the three different
religions and recognise the
similarities and differences.

Research and draw and label
pictures of important symbols/
objects in Christianity.

How would you feel if there was a
new baby in your family?

How do our bodies change as we
grow?

I can express how I might feel if I
had a
new baby in my family

I can identify how boys’ and girls’
bodies
change on the outside during this
growing up process. I recognise
how I feel about these
changes happening to me and
know how
to cope with those feelings

How do our bodies change on the
inside as we grow?
I can identify how boys’ and girls’
bodies
change on the inside during the
growing
up process and can tell you why
these
changes are necessary so that their
bodies can make babies when they
grow up

I know how babies grow and
develop in the mother’s uterus.
I understand what a baby needs to
live
and grow

I know that boys’ and girls’ bodies
need to change so that when they
grow
up their bodies can make babies

I know how I feel about these
changes happening to me and
know how
to cope with these feelings

3 - outside body changes
How can I create, modify and
present documents for a particular
purpose?
I can create a document for a
particular purpose.

4 - inside body changes
How can I create, modify and
present documents for a particular
purpose?
I can create a document for a
particular purpose.

Design
RE

Create a piece of artwork using
printmaking of repeating patterns
found in the environament.

Skills

Question

Skills

How do people celebrate
Pentecost?
I can learn about Christian
celebrations and commitments by
describing some spiritual ways of
celebrating Christian festivals, such
as Pentecost. I can reflect
thoughtfully on the reasons why
some people value such
celebrations very highly, but others
not at all.

Research and write a guide/
instructions of how to worship in
Christianity.

Research and write a guide/
instructions of how to worship in
Islam.

What is a global citizen?

How is your life different to a child
around the world?

How can I show appreciation to my
friends and family?
How do babies grow?

I can show an awareness of how
this
could affect my choices

I can empathise with children
whose lives
are different to mine and
appreciate what I
may learn from them

I enjoy being part of a family and
friendship groups

Knowledge

I know and can explain how some
of the actions and
work of people around the world
help and
influence my life

Activity

4 - being a global citizen 1

I know how my needs and rights
are shared by children around the
world
and can identify how our lives may I know how to express my
be
appreciation to my friends and
different.
family
6 - celebrating my web of
5 - being a global citizen 2
relationships

Question

What is coding?
I can explain what all of the blocks
mean. I can put programming
commands into a sequence to
achieve a specific outcome. I can
create an algorithm I will need for a
simple program.
I can use repeat and loop
commands. I can identify the error
in an algorithm.

What is coding?
Am I confident using a keyboard?
I can explain what all of the blocks I can use a keyboard confidently.
mean. I can put programming
commands into a sequence to
achieve a specific outcome. I can
create an algorithm I will need for a
simple program.
I can use repeat and loop
commands. I can identify the error
in an algorithm.

Skills

What is the celebration of
Pentecost?
I can learn about Christian
celebrations and commitments by
describing some spiritual ways of
celebrating Christian festivals, such
as Pentecost. I can reflect
thoughtfully on the reasons why
some people value such
celebrations very highly, but others
not at all.

I can express how I feel when I see
babies or baby animals
I know that in animals and
humans lots of changes happen
between conception and growing
up,
and that usually it is the female
who has
the baby

Sketches of viking patterns. Plan
bee - vikings - art - lesson 2

1 - how babies grow

2 - babies

How can I use a keyboard quickly
and confidently?
I can use a keyboard confidently
including shortcut commands.

How can I use a keyboard quickly
and confidently?
I can use a keyboard confidently
including shortcut commands.

paintings of viking animal art. Plan
bee - vikings - art - lesson 3
Can you design a tasty viking stew
for a hungry viking?
I can develop the design criteria of
an appealing
food product that is fit for purpose.

I know how to evaluate my ideas
and
products against my own design
criteria.

I know that symbols are important
in all religions.
I know that symbols are used in
prayer/worship.
I know how Pentecost is celebrated
I recognise these in Muslim, Jewish I know what happened at
Pentecost. I know why Pentecost is now. I know how Pentecost was
and Christian prayer.
important to Christians.
celebrated in the past.
Re-cap previous week of what
Pentecost is. Look at the traditions
and origins of Pentecost as it used
Research and write a guide/
Research Pentecost, retell the story to be a Jewish festival. Compare
instructions of how to worship in
and write down about the
the celebration of Christian and
Judaism.
celebrations today.
Jewish people.

Knowledge

Activity

I can shape and stitch materials
together. I can use basic cross
stitch and back stitch. I can quilt,
pad and gather fabric to create a
desired effect.

Plan bee - vikings - Exploring
Scandinavia - geography - lesson 3
Can you create a piece of Viking
animal artwork?

I can use different grades of pencil
to show line, tone and texture.

I know how to mix colours
effectively.
Create paintings of humans ruining
the earth eg. a foot about to stamp
on it, a person about to eat it, a
hand about to crush it.
Can you create your design against
a
certain criteria?

Question

PSHE

Re-create images of plastic
pollution in the sea and images
from 'Duffy's Lucky Escape'.

Plan bee - vikings - Exploring
Scandinavia - geography - lesson 2
Can you create a viking knot
pattern?

I know how to experiment with
creating mood with colour.
Create a mirror image piece of
artwork of one side being 'green'
and the other side dark and
polluted.

Knowledge

Computing 1

I know how to use shading to show
light and shadow.

I can use different grades of pencil
to show line, tone and texture.
I can mix colours effectively.
I can use hatching and cross
I know how to use a number of
hatching to show tone and texture. brush techniques using thick and
I know how to use shading to show
thin brushes to produce shapes,
light and shadow.
textures, patterns and lines.

Plan bee - vikings - Exploring
Scandinavia - geography - lesson 5
Use an area in the school grounds
to compare.
Can you create a piece of Viking
jewellery?
I can mould, shape and carve clay,
adding materials to provide
interesting detail. I can create
weavings using a wide range of
I can use different grades of media textiles, choosing colours for
purpose.
to show line, tone and texture.
I know how to use watercolour
paint to produce washes for
backgrounds then add detail.
I know how to use the correct tools
to mould, shape and carve clay.

Plan bee - vikings - Exploring
Scandinavia - geography - lesson 1
Can you identify the key
characteristics of Viking art?

Summer 2

Art

Activity

Research and find out about the
different types of pollution. Write
what they are and what the main
causes of them are in our world.
https://www.youtube.com/watch?
v=OqHp03RRTDs
Can you use different media show
tone and texture in your drawings?
I can use hatching and cross
hatching to show tone and texture.

I know how to research a design.

Plan bee - vikings - Exploring
Scandinavia - geography - lesson 4
Can you accurately draw a Viking
dragon head?

How will you make your viking
stew?
I can analyse taste, texture, smell
and appearance of
a range of foods. I can join and
combine a range of ingredients.

I know how to cut and shape
ingredients using tools and
equipment. I know how to work
safely and hygienically.

What symbols/ objects are
important in Christianity?
I can find out about the meanings
of symbols and objects in different
religions.

What symbols/ objects are
important in Islam?
I can find out about the meanings
of symbols and objects in different
religions.

What symbols/ objects are
important in Judaism?
I can find out about the meanings
of symbols and objects in different
religions.

I know that symbols/ objects are
important in all religions.
I know that symbols are used in
prayer/worship.
I recognise these in Muslim, Jewish
and Christian religions.

I know that symbols/ objects are
important in all religions.
I know that symbols are used in
prayer/worship.
I recognise these in Muslim, Jewish
and Christian religions.

I know that symbols/ objects are
important in all religions.
I know that symbols are used in
prayer/worship.
I recognise these in Muslim, Jewish
and Christian religions.

I know how to experiment with
creating mood with colour.

I know how create rubbings using
crayons.

Crayon rubbings of different things
Experiment with paint and crayons in the environment to create a
to mix different colours together. pattern.
How will you make your new
Can you make a new home for the home? Is it appealing? Will it cheer
crayons?
the crayons up?
I
I can use appliqué to decorate by
can create annotated sketches of gluing, & stitching.
my design.

Sew a pouch to store crayons in fold over a piece of material,
measure and mark out the correct
distance for each slot. Running
stitch up the middle to seal and
separate the compartments.
What is the difference between
Muslim, Jewish and Christian
symbols/ objects?
I can find out about the meanings
of symbols and objects in different
religions. I can compare the
similarities and differences
between these.

Can you use a crayon to create
different natural patterns?
I can replicate patterns observed in
natural or built environments.

I can mix colours effectively.

I know how to communicate my
ideas.

Research the vegetables that
vikings used. Use the vegetables to Make a viking vegetable stew.
design a stew for a hungry viking.
Taste the stew and evaluate.
In what ways are places of worship
important? What is the difference
between Muslim, Jewish and
Christian prayer?
I can find out about the meanings
of symbols, words and actions used
in prayer and worship such as
bowing down, using ritual and
symbol, praying alone and in
groups.

Can you use the colours from the
story to make new colours?

Transition

Geography
Question

Create a list of negative and
positive actions of humans in the
world. Use the task and video on
bitesize. https://www.bbc.co.
uk/bitesize/topics/zp22pv4/articles
/z2md82p
Can you use colour to represent
different moods?

https://www.bbc.co.
uk/bitesize/topics/zp22pv4/articles
/ztxwqty renewable and non
renewable energy and
sustainability. Sustainable practice
poster https://content.twinkl.co.
uk/resource/40/9c/au-cc-2548554sustainable-practices-posterworksheet-english.pdf?
__token__=exp=1593093352~acl=
%2Fresource%2F40%2F9c%2Faucc-2548554-sustainable-practicesDraw a picture to show different
poster-worksheet-english.pdf%
things that people are doing in the 2A~hmac=d4bc8d02b210bb171ee3
UK to help the environment eg,
9eaa69552d93187538de43630891
recycle, bike routes.
6483c3cdb90e3bb3
Can you replicate patterns from the Can you use paint to highlight
natural environment?
important ideas?
I can use watercolour paint to
produce washes for backgrounds
then add detail.
I can make precise repeating
patterns. I can make my own
printing blocks (e.g. coiled string on
card).
I know how to replicate patterns
I know how to use a number of
observed in natural or built
brush techniques using thick and
environments. I know how to print thin brushes to produce shapes,
layers of two or more colours.
textures, patterns and lines.

What does RE mean to me?
I can list things about RE.

I know that symbols/ objects are
important in all religions.
I know that symbols are used in
prayer/worship.
I recognise these in Muslim, Jewish
and Christian religions.
I know what RE means.

I know how to shape and stitch
materials together. I know if my
design is fit for purpose.
Sew a pouch to store crayons in fold over a piece of material,
measure and mark out the correct
distance for each slot. Running
stitch up the middle to seal and
separate the compartments. Add
handles or ribbon at the end to roll
it up.

What do I already know about
Christianity?
I can list key features of
Christianity.

I know some key features of
Christianity.

Research and draw and label
pictures of important symbols/
objects in Islam.

Research and draw and label
pictures of important symbols/
objects in Judaism.

Compare the three different
religions and recognise the
similarities and differences.

Create a poster to show what RE
means to me.

What is a stereotype?

What am I looking forward to as I
move into year 4?

What changes can I make next
year?

What are your worries for year 3?

Write a list of what they already
know and what they want to know.
What are you looking forward to
this year? What do you want to
achieve this year?

I can start to recognise
stereotypical
ideas I might have about parenting
and
I can talk about what I am looking
family roles
forward to next year.

I can start to think about changes I
will make next year.

I can discuss what I feel worried
about.

I can set small goals for myself to
achieve.

I know how to express how I feel
when my ideas
are challenged and might be willing
to
I know what I am looking forward
change my ideas sometimes
to when I move to my next class.

I know how how to go about the
changes I want to make.

I know how to make myself and
others feel better.
Discussion about worries and how
to overcome them.

I know what I want to achieve this
year.
Discuss and complete worksheet
about future goals and next steps.

What is E-safety?
I can explain what E-saftey means.

How can we stay safe online?
I can explain how to stay safe
online. I can talk about age
restrictions. I can discuss what is
unsafe online.

5 - family stereotypes
How can I create, modify and
present documents for a particular
purpose?
I can create a document for a
particular purpose. I can add notes
to my powerpoint to help me
present.

6 - looking ahead
How can I create, modify and
present documents for a particular
purpose?
I can modify a document for a
particular purpose.

6 - looking ahead
How can I create, modify and
present documents for a particular
purpose?
I can present a document for a
particular purpose.

Computing 1
Knowledge

Activity

MUSIC

MFL

Question

Re-cap all previous coding and
create a game for peers to play eg. move a viking from one place to
another or around a maze.
Can you encounter the phrase ‘¿Te
gusta/te gustan?’? Can you say the
names of six fruits in Spanish?Can
you understand and respond to the
question ‘¿Es bueno para la
salud?’?

I know what all of the blocks mean.
I know how to put programming
commands into a sequence to
achieve a specific outcome. I know
how to create an algorithm I will
need for a simple program. I know
how to use repeat and loop
commands. I know how to identify
the error in an algorithm.
Re-cap all previous coding and
create a game for peers to play eg. move a viking from one place to
another or around a maze. Play
each others games.
Can you make up a rhythm and
chant a list of food items in
Spanish? Can you listen and
respond to an authentic Spanish
poem and an extended text?

I know how to use a keyboard
confidently including shortcut
commands. I know how to use the
shortcut commands for copy and
paste.

I know how to use a keyboard
confidently.

Follow instructions to find different
keys quickly and practice typing
different things.
Can you make up a rhythm and
chant a list of food items in
Spanish? Can you listen and
respond to an authentic Spanish
poem and an extended text?

Learn the shortcut commands for
copy and paste and then put these
into practice using information/
images from the internet into a
document.
Can you make up a rhythm and
chant a list of food items in
Spanish? Can you listen and
respond to an authentic Spanish
poem and an extended text?

I know how to create a document
for a particular purpose.

I know how to create a document
for a particular purpose.

I know how to use the shorcuts to
help me edit my work. Ctrl + (Left
arrow) -- Move one word to the left
at a time. Ctrl + (Right arrow) -Move one word to the right at a
time. Ctrl + A--Selects all text.
Learn the shortcut commands for
the above and use these in a word
document to help children edit
their work quickly.
Can you respond to a Spanish story
and re-order sentences from the
text? Can you copy-write individual
words correctly? Can you say the
days of the week in Spanish?

Create a powerpoint to advise
people about going green.
Can you respond to a Spanish story
and re-order sentences from the
text? Can you copy-write individual
words correctly? Can you say the
days of the week in Spanish?

Create a powerpoint to advise
people about going green.
Can you respond to a Spanish story
and re-order sentences from the
text? Can you copy-write individual
words correctly? Can you say the
days of the week in Spanish?

I can participate in reading a story
in Spanish and give a physical
response to phrases/words. I can
match sound to the written word
and re-order sentences from the
text. I can copy-write individual
words correctly. I can say the days
of the week in Spanish.
I know how to respond to a Spanish
story. I know how to match sound
to the written word and re-order
sentences from the text. I know
how to copy-write individual words
correctly. I know the days of the
week in Spanish.

I can participate in reading a story
in Spanish and give a physical
response to phrases/words. I can
match sound to the written word
and re-order sentences from the
text. I can copy-write individual
words correctly. I can say the days
of the week in Spanish.
I know how to respond to a Spanish
story. I know how to match sound
to the written word and re-order
sentences from the text. I know
how to copy-write individual words
correctly. I know the days of the
week in Spanish.

I know how to create a document
for a particular purpose. I know
how to add notes to my
powerpoint to help me present.

I know how to modify a document
for a particular purpose.

I can understand and say numbers
0-10 with correct pronunciation. I
can recognise the letter strings –
ua, ie, ei. I can recognise the
number of syllables in words

I know how to identify
vocabulary/phrases/new ideas and
concepts learned in Y3
I know how to discuss language
learning and share ideas and
experiences.

I know the links between some
I know the links between some
sounds and spellings. I know how
sounds and spellings. I know how
to watch the mouth of the speaker. to watch the mouth of the speaker.

Activity

Recap lesson 8

Recap lesosn 9 - food words and
pronunciation.

Lesson 10 Part 1 - Listen to the
story and match words with picture
cards. Part 2 - Focus on key
sentences on the text and re-order
them.

Question

What is a glockenspiel?

What is notation?

Can you write down the simple
notation?

How could you develop your skills
on the chosen intrument?

How could you improve your
performance?

What is notation?

Skills

I can perform simple rhythmic and I can perform simple rhythmic and I can perform simple rhythmic and
melodic patterns on an instrument melodic patterns on an instrument melodic patterns on an instrument I can improve my performance by
from graphic scory/memory.
from graphic scory/memory.
from graphic scory/memory.
practising based on feedback.

Skills

Knowledge
Activity

I can use my shoulder pass
technique to aim towards a target
I know to take my time when
shooting
Netball

I know if I'm marking someone it's
harder for them to receive a pass
Netball

I know how to improve my
performance.
Glockenspiels
Can I be an attacker / defender?
I can be an attacker with the ball
and I can be a defender when I
don't have the ball
I know I can be both an attacker
and a defender depending on
which team has the ball
Netball

I am able to identify notation and
use it to aid my instrument playing.
Instrumental
What is a forehand stroke?

I know the indentifying features of
this instrument.
Instrumental
What is a backhand stroke?

I can play throw to throw using the I can play throw to throw using the
forehand technique
backhand technique
I know I play with one hand
(forehand)
Tennis

I know I play with two hands
(backhand)
Tennis

I can understand and say numbers
0-10 with correct pronunciation. I
can recognise the letter strings –
ua, ie, ei. I can recognise the
number of syllables in words

I can identify
vocabulary/phrases/new ideas and
concepts learned in Y3
I can discuss language learning and
share ideas and experiences.

Lesson 9 Part 3 - Discuss food in
England and Spain. Discuss typical
Spanish foods. Part 4 - Listen to a
story, identify known words and
respond to the story.

I know how to further develop my
skills on the chosen instrument.
Glockenspiels
What is marking?
I can stand near an opponent
during simple passing drills

Can you say numbers 0-10 and
establish common letter strings?

I can understand the twelve
months of the year in Spanish. I can
say the months of the year with
accurate pronunciation. I can
recognise the months of the year in
written form

Lesson 9 Part 1 - Introduce names
of food items. Children put these
into a rhythm. Part 2 - Listen and
respond to a poem. Learn the
poem and add actions.

I can develop my performance
through practice and feedback.

Can you say numbers 0-10 and
establish common letter strings?

I can understand the twelve
months of the year in Spanish. I can
say the months of the year with
accurate pronunciation. I can
recognise the months of the year in
written form

Knowledge

I can interpret simple notation.

Play online E-saftey games and
sorting activities.

Can you understand, read and say
the twelve months of the year in
Spanish?

I know what the twelve months of
the year in Spanish are. I know how
to say the months of the year with
accurate pronunciation. I know
what the months of the year look
like in written form.
Lesson 11 Part 1 - Introduce and
Lesson 10 Part 3 - Introduce and
learn the last 6 months of the year.
learn the days of the week. Part 4 Lesson 11 Part 1 - Introduce and
Look at written words and focus on
Practise key sounds in the days of
learn the first 6 months of the year. letter string ie. Part 2 - Play a game
the week and play games to embed
Part 2 - Chorus and chant the six
to act out activities and guess the
knowledge.
Lesson 10 recap days of the week. months of the year.
correct month.

I can improve my performance by
practising based on feedback.

Discussion and online E-safety
videos - create an E-safety poster
and sign the school charter.

Can you understand, read and say
the twelve months of the year in
Spanish?

I know how to say the names of six
fruits in Spanish. I know how to
respond to the question ‘¿Es bueno
para la salud?’.

Using a stave, I am able to show
the different notes that I am
playing on the glockenspiel.
Glockenspiels
How do I shoot?

I know how to stay safe online. I
know what age restrictions are and
why they exist. I know what things
are unsafe online.

Present the powerpoint to peers to
advise people about going green.
Can you identify
vocabulary/phrases/new ideas and
concepts learned in Y3?
Can you discuss language learning
and share ideas and experiences?

Skills

I am able to describe what notation
I know what a glockenspiel is and
is and I am able to use it in a simple
can identify the different features. form.
Glockenspiels
Glockenspiels
What is a shoulder pass?
What is a bounce pass?
I can perform a shoulder pass with
I can perform a bounce pass with a the ball in one hand
netball
I know the ball needs to bounce
and that I still need to 'push' the
I know the shoulder pass is for a
ball
longer distance (over a defender)
Netball
Netball

I know what E-safety means.

Modify and edit the powerpoint
ready for presenting.

I can encounter the phrase ‘¿Te
gusta/te gustan?’. I can understand
and say the names of six fruits in
Spanish. I can understand and
respond to the question ‘¿Es bueno
para la salud?’

What are the indentifying features
of this instrument?

I know how to present a document
for a particular purpose.

Create a powerpoint to advise
people about going green.

I can participate in reading a story
I can make up a rhythm and chant a I can make up a rhythm and chant a I can make up a rhythm and chant a in Spanish and give a physical
list of food items in Spanish. I can list of food items in Spanish. I can list of food items in Spanish. I can response to phrases/words. I can
consolidate numbers 0-12 and
consolidate numbers 0-12 and
consolidate numbers 0-12 and
match sound to the written word
revise pronunciation of c and z and revise pronunciation of c and z and revise pronunciation of c and z and and re-order sentences from the
the letter string ie. I can listen and the letter string ie. I can listen and the letter string ie. I can listen and text. I can copy-write individual
respond to an authentic Spanish
respond to an authentic Spanish
respond to an authentic Spanish
words correctly. I can say the days
poem and an extended text
poem and an extended text
poem and an extended text
of the week in Spanish.
I know how to respond to a Spanish
story. I know how to match sound
I know how to chant a list of food I know how to chant a list of food I know how to chant a list of food to the written word and re-order
items in Spanish. I know how to
items in Spanish. I know how to
items in Spanish. I know how to
sentences from the text. I know
pronounce c, z and ie. I know how pronounce c, z and ie. I know how pronounce c, z and ie. I know how how to copy-write individual words
to respond to an authentic Spanish to respond to an authentic Spanish to respond to an authentic Spanish correctly. I know the days of the
poem.
poem.
poem.
week in Spanish.

Knowledge
Music Topic
Question

PE

I know what all of the blocks mean.
I know how to put programming
commands into a sequence to
achieve a specific outcome. I know
how to create an algorithm I will
need for a simple program. I know
how to use repeat and loop
commands. I know how to identify
the error in an algorithm.

I know what the twelve months of
the year in Spanish are. I know how
to say the months of the year with
accurate pronunciation. I know
what the months of the year look
like in written form.

What family does this instrument
belong to?

How could you develop your skills
on the chosen intrument?

I can perform simple rhythmic and
melodic patterns on the
instrument.
I can identify which family the
chosen instrument belongs to and
name other instruments in the
same family
Instrumental
What is a volley?
I can hit a ball before it bounces

I can perform simple rhythmic and
melodic patterns on the
instrument.

I know a volley is when you hit the
ball without it bouncing
Tennis

Review lesson games and acitivites.
What other strategies could you
use to help you be an independent
learner?
I can perform simple rhythmic and
melodic patterns on the
instrument.

I can throw a ball towards a target

I know how to use the SPOT
strategy to aid me in becoming an
independent learner.
Instrumental
What is a rally?
I can push a ball along the floor
back and forth with my partner
(rolling rallies)

I know a serve starts a game of
tennis
Tennis

I know a rally is continuous
Tennis

I know how to further develop my
skills on the chosen instrument.
Instrumental
What is a serve?

Lesson 1 Part 1 - Say numbers 0-4
forwards and backwards. Part 2 Introduce numbers 5,6,7

Lesson 1 Part 3 - Recap 0-7, extend
to 8,9,10. Part 4 - Recap numbers
0-10. Look at words and letter
strings.

How can I improve my
performance?

How can I improve my
performance?

I can develop my performance
through practice and feedback.

I can develop my performance
through practice and feedback.

I know how to improve my
performance using different
strategies.
Instrumental

I know how to improve my
performance using different
strategies.
Instrumental

Growth vs fixed mindset linked to
the story https://storage.
googleapis.com/mindsetkitupload/User_PswPrsVu/L2FwcGhvc
3RpbmdfcHJvZC9ibG9icy9BRW5CM
lVyLVJpM0pzQTg4azdTUGV4NjByM
Dg1aXN5TTdXaWdTTEItWHhuY0d
mWnFMeVpoVW9TVHpaMkR0U0R
WSnJOQVk2c0VWMXlaTEtfNk9Pb0
pnV0RZa3FVaW5TNDRoUS5SZ3J5Z
VdLYUNMOUp1aG8w

